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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 English violist Lionel Tertis (1876-1975) was the “father of the viola” and 

revolutionized viola playing as we know it today. Known for his beauty and depth of tone, 

Tertis’s techniques are evident in the many works he requested from composers in his quest 

to promote the viola as a solo instrument. York Bowen (1884-1961) contributed several 

works to Tertis’s mission and served as one of the violist’s primary piano collaborators from 

1904 to around 1920. In addition to several short pieces and the Viola Concerto (1908), 

Bowen wrote three masterworks to perform with Tertis: Sonata No. 1 in C Minor (1905), 

Sonata No. 2 in F Major (1906), and Phantasy for Viola and Piano (1918).  

 This dissertation explores the background of the Tertis-Bowen collaboration and how 

the musicians’ similarities in musical aesthetic, attitude, and philosophy led to the creation of 

these three works. Chapter 1 covers Tertis’s early career as a viola soloist and identifies his 

revolutionary techniques and signature sound. Chapter 2 focuses on Bowen’s early career as 

a pianist and composer, his compositional style, and his collaboration with Tertis. The end of 

the chapter includes a comparison of the two musicians and offers several reasons why the 

partnership worked so well. Chapter 3 recounts the history of the two sonatas and Phantasy, 

while Chapter 4 includes musical examples showing the manifestation of Tertis’s signature 

sound and revolutionary techniques found in each of these three works. The historical and 

stylistic analysis in this document proves the value of these works, and also provides the 

evidence needed to equate them with those already in the standard viola repertoire. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 English composer York Bowen (1884-1961), having already made his reputation as a 

pianist and composer, began his fifty-year teaching career at the Royal Academy of Music at 

age 23. Between 1900 and 1920, Bowen performed in all the major halls of London, 

premiering many of his own works for solo piano, as well as for almost every instrument 

with piano accompaniment. In 1904 Bowen first played for violist Lionel Tertis (1876-1975) 

and became his primary collaborator for viola and piano recitals in London and Berlin. The 

viola virtuoso Tertis would ultimately become known as the “father of modern viola playing” 

and the “pioneer” of the viola as a solo instrument.
1
 Throughout his career he promoted the 

viola with many lectures, concerts, and recitals, highlighting the capabilities of the viola with 

many new works and arrangements. Tertis asked for new viola pieces from every composer 

he met, which yielded new works from Walton, Holst, Vaughan Williams, Bax, Bliss, and 

Bowen.  

 Bowen’s contributions to the viola repertoire demonstrate the successful collaboration 

with Tertis, the musicians’ common musical aesthetic, and their mutual mission to highlight 

the distinct qualities of the viola and its potential as a solo voice in music. Bowen’s major 

works for viola and piano are substantial in length and form, and they were successful 

because of their balance of idiomatic viola virtuosity and an attractive lyricism that was 

perfectly suited to the instrument.  

 Bowen was one of the first composers to contribute successful and significant new 

viola works for Lionel Tertis. Both of Bowen’s viola sonatas were successes in London and 

                                                 
1
 Both are widely accepted names. “The Father of Modern Viola Playing” is the subtitle of Tertis’s complete 

Columbia recordings. John White, Maurice Riley, Tully Potter, and many others use both “Father of the Viola” 

and “pioneer of the viola.” 
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during the duo’s performance in Germany. The Viola Sonatas, No. 1 in C Minor (1905) and 

No. 2 in F Major (1906), were published shortly after their premieres, becoming the only 

major viola works by Bowen to be published during his lifetime. Bowen’s Phantasy, op. 54 

(1918) was written as a submission for the semi-annual Cobbett Competition, and was 

composed in the same style as the previous works for Tertis. Phantasy was not published 

until 1997.  

 There are many possible reasons for the neglect of Bowen’s works. While part of 

Tertis’s mission was to inspire a wealth of new viola repertoire for future generations, 

Bowen’s works were written specifically for the duo’s own performances and not necessarily 

for immediate publication. Likewise contributing to their neglect is the speculation by Tertis 

and Bowen that their music was too “English.” They believed the atmosphere for British 

musicians was not favorable to them at the time because audiences, critics, and program 

directors preferred music and musicians from abroad. Finally, musical taste began to change 

after World War I, and with the emergence of many revolutionary new styles, Bowen’s 

traditional Romantic aesthetic sounded “dated” in comparison. 

 Although Bowen’s viola works were popular only during his lifetime, these pieces 

have recently begun to reemerge, gaining acceptance and appearing more often on viola 

recitals. It is safe to say the three previously mentioned works (the two sonatas and Phantasy) 

are earning their place in the standard repertoire for viola alongside the Brahms Sonatas.  

 Because of the continually increasing popularity of Bowen’s viola music, further 

scholarship is necessary to assist violists and the public interested in these works. The current 

research on York Bowen’s viola music is scattered throughout several short articles and 

specific dissertations. Joshua Shepherd’s doctoral essay provides a theoretical and 
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pedagogical analysis of the Viola Concerto. Another doctoral document covers one of the 

unpublished chamber works with viola. There are also several short DMA essays on the 

English musical renaissance in relation to the viola, which primarily focus on Lionel Tertis’s 

contributions. The 1984 publication, York Bowen: A Centenary Tribute, by Monica Watson 

is the only biography solely dedicated to the life and works of the composer. However, it 

reads more like a memoir of her former teacher and family friend than a scholarly biography. 

Watson’s personal approach offers a glimpse into Bowen’s character, but she does not 

always include exact dates of many of the events in the composer’s life. Furthermore, the 

book is out of print and not easily accessible. In comparison, John White’s 2006 biography of 

Lionel Tertis includes a thorough history of the viola virtuoso with meticulous citations. 

Because Tertis’s life was so full, his encounters and collaboration with York Bowen are 

included, but they are scattered and Bowen is usually mentioned only in passing. The same is 

true with Tertis’s autobiography, My Viola and I. Tertis mentions Bowen and these three 

viola works, but his focus is too wide to include many details of the relationship.  

 While several sources discuss or include some of Bowen’s music, these publications 

do not focus exclusively on the Tertis-Bowen collaboration and the genesis of the three major 

works for viola and piano. In this document, I will concentrate specifically on these works 

and how Bowen captured Tertis’s unique style in his music. I will analyze Tertis’s style and 

its manifestation in each of these pieces, which is something other writers do not do. My 

research is confined to the years 1904 to 1920, the period when the duo performed together 

and premiered Bowen’s Sonatas and Phantasy.  

 This document will begin with biographical information on Lionel Tertis and discuss 

his impact on the history of the viola with his efforts for the popularization of the viola as a 
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solo instrument, as well as an overview of his distinct sound and virtuosic techniques. Next, I 

will introduce information about York Bowen, especially his success as a pianist and 

composer, his knowledge of the viola before Tertis, and the general stylistic traits of his 

compositional style. Then I will discuss the performance and compositional collaboration of 

Bowen and Tertis. In the following chapters I will discuss each of the three major works for 

viola and piano.
2
 In addition to the history of each of these compositions, I will include 

evidence of Tertis’s techniques for each work, showing how they are captured in Bowen’s 

music. This historical and stylistic analysis proves the value of these works, and also 

provides the evidence needed to equate them with those already in the standard viola 

repertoire.  

  

                                                 
2
 Bowen also composed and arranged several minor viola-piano works for Tertis.  
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CHAPTER 1 

LIONEL TERTIS 

 Lionel Tertis’s role in the history of the viola as a solo instrument is almost too great 

to be summarized concisely. He revolutionized the way violists play and was known as the 

“father” of the English school of viola playing.
3
 Before Tertis paved the way for modern 

viola playing, the viola was mostly used in order to fill out the harmony in an orchestral or 

chamber texture. Composers were careful to avoid “saddling it with too much 

responsibility.”
4
 Any technical difficulties or use of the upper register were limited. There 

were virtually no viola teachers at music schools and any viola player in the orchestra was 

sure to be a violinist. Finally after hundreds of years of neglect, the viola found its advocate 

in Lionel Tertis and the viola would be a “Cinderella no more.”
5
  

 To examine how Tertis achieved this remarkable advancement for the viola, this 

chapter will cover Tertis’s early career and mission to promote the viola. Tertis promoted the 

viola as a new timbral outlet for composers by presenting them with a “new” viola sound 

which he developed with several new techniques, as well as with the design of a new viola 

model. Finally, this chapter will describe the lasting impact Tertis has made to the way 

modern violists play and how Tertis rightfully earned the names “pioneer” and “father” of the 

viola.  

 Born December 29, 1876, Lionel Tertis began his musical studies with the piano. By 

his teens he had given up the piano for the violin. According to contemporary critic Thomas 

Russell, the change to a string instrument was a better “outlet for the warmth of his 

                                                 
3
 Maurice W. Riley, The History of the Viola (Ann Arbor, MI: Braun-Brumfield, 1980), 243. 

4
 Edwin Evans, “British Players and Singers,” The Musical Times 63, no. 949 (March 1, 1922): 157. 

5
 Title of the first edition of Tertis’s autobiography.  
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temperament.”
6
 A pivotal moment in Tertis’s life was at the Royal Academy of Music when 

fellow student, Percy Hilder Miles, suggested he play viola in their quartet. Tertis reflected 

on the moment in his memoirs, “So casual was my discovery of my mission in life, of that 

beautiful, soon-to-be-beloved viola, to which I was to devote the rest of my days.”
7
 Tertis 

recalled his new experience with the viola, saying, “From the moment I played the first note 

on it, I loved it. It has always appealed to me as more human than the violin.”
8
 Soon, Tertis 

left the Academy to play in Henry Wood’s Queen’s Hall Orchestra, first as a second violinist 

and then as its principal violist. By 1904, Tertis had resigned from orchestra life to pursue a 

career as a viola soloist. 

 Tertis’s mission was to promote the viola as a solo instrument with performances, 

new works, and later in his life, with experiments in sound and the development of the Tertis 

Model Viola. Tertis’s solo career was always “directed more to the spreading of this 

influence than to satisfying a personal ambition.”
9
 Tertis’s goal was to create a favorable 

climate for the viola to be accepted as a solo instrument, as well as improve the standards of 

technique that gave the instrument such a bad reputation. In addition to his battle against the 

early attitude toward the viola, Tertis had to deal with the lack viola repertoire. With hardly 

any solo masterpieces to perform, one of Tertis’s primary contributions to the history of the 

viola became the vast number of new works and transcriptions written for the great violist, 

which helped promote his cause by revealing the possibilities of the viola.  

 In the early days of his solo career, Tertis recognized the lack of repertoire to play 

and said the only masterworks for the viola were Berlioz’s Harold in Italy and Mozart’s 

                                                 
6
 Thomas A. Russell, “Lionel Tertis: A Study,” The Musical Times 78, no. 1132 (June 1937): 504. 

7
 Tertis, My Viola and I (Boston: Crescendo Publishing, 1974), 15-16. 

8
 Evans, “British Players and Singers,” 158. 

9
 Russell, “Lionel Tertis: A Study,” 505. 
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Sinfonia Concertante, which was a piece known only by scholars at the time.
10

 With few 

original viola works to study when he was at the Academy, Tertis performed his own 

transcriptions of violin concertos by Mendelssohn and Wieniawski at one of his student 

recitals. Afterwards, Alfred Gibson, violist of the Joachim Quartet, exploded saying, “I 

suppose the next thing is, you will be playing behind the bridge! The viola is not meant to be 

played high up—that is the pig department!”
11

 Tertis’s inner monologue replied, “It probably 

is on your viola but not on mine!”
12

 Tertis was determined to change the attitude toward the 

viola, and one way he believed he could achieve this was by asking for new compositions for 

viola. “I begged for viola compositions from the younger English composers; and great is my 

debt to them,” Tertis remembered.
13

  

 Tertis asked nearly every composer he met to promise to write a viola composition 

for him to perform. Ravel and Glazunov died before producing their promised viola works.
14

 

Dohnanyi, Delius, and Elgar did not write for the viola either, but sanctioned Tertis’s viola 

transcriptions of their works for other instruments.
15

 Elgar even conducted Tertis’s 

performance of his transcription of the Cello Concerto in E minor. These new additions to the 

repertory were perhaps his greatest success toward his mission. These new works included 

compositions by Arnold Bax, York Bowen, Benjamin Dale, Arthur Bliss, Gustav Holst, 

Ralph Vaughan Williams, and William Walton.  

 Tertis’s first appearance with the Royal Philharmonic Society in 1908 was one of the 

most important moments in Tertis’s new career as a soloist. The performance included the 

                                                 
10

 Tertis, My Viola and I, 33. 
11

 Tertis, My Viola and I, 18. 
12

 Tertis, My Viola and I, 18. 
13

 Tertis, My Viola and I, 33. 
14

 Tully Potter, “Lionel Tertis,” in An Anthology of British Viola Players, ed. John White (Colne, Lancashire: 

Comus, 1997), 227. 
15

 Potter, Anthology, 227. 
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premiere of the Viola Concerto written for him by York Bowen. This would be the first of 

many major viola works written by English composers for Tertis, and the first of many 

performances making Tertis a true viola soloist. By this time Tertis had acquired 

international fame; however, he continued his mission by performing and writing to promote 

the viola and by challenging composers to exploit its possibilities in new works, forever 

changing the role of the viola in solo, orchestral, and chamber music.  

 

Tertis’s Signature Sound 

 Tertis’s unique beauty of sound has been praised by countless students, critics, and 

fellow musicians. In fact, the violist gave priority to developing the sonority of his playing in 

order to promote the viola as a distinct member of the string family. In addition to listening to 

his recordings, we can also get a sense of Tertis’s sound by deciphering his “unconventional” 

fingerings in select editions. Another method for understanding Tertis’s unique sound is 

through the descriptions by the people who heard him perform and especially through 

testimony of his students about his teaching style. Most importantly, Tertis’s unique sound 

has been passed down to modern listeners through the works written for Tertis during his 

early career from 1900 to around 1920, primarily by English composers.  

 

Developing his sound, Kreisler’s influence 

 Tertis’s studies at the Academy with his violin teacher Hans Wessely were 

intermittent, and after switching to the viola, he was virtually self-taught. There was no one 

to teach him viola technique so he relied on listening to the great string players of the day and 

by experimenting on his own to develop the distinct voice of the viola.  
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 One of the most significant events for Tertis was when he first heard the Austrian 

violinist Fritz Kreisler play the Brahms Concerto in 1901. Tertis said it was “like falling in 

love.”
16

 Kreisler’s sound, especially his vibrato, was inspirational to Tertis. Enchanted by 

Kreisler’s playing from that first concert Tertis wrote: “His glowing tone, that vibrato of his, 

unique and inexpressively beautiful, the marvelous phrasing that was his own in everything 

he did, his infallible left-hand technique, his wonderful bow-arm, those lofty and intensely 

felt interpretations!”
17

 Kreisler’s use of vibrato on every note and his “subtle variation of it 

came as a revelation to many string players,” including Tertis.
18

  

 Kreisler was genuinely beloved by all and referred to by many of his colleagues as 

the “complete artist.”
19

 Violinist Zino Francescatti best summarized Kreisler’s merits of 

personality as well as his musicianship with the following statement:  

 His heroic stage presence, his dynamic rhythm, his pathetic and noble tone, the 

greatness of his musical enunciation, and his aristocratic way of approach to music 

are the canon of perfection every artist craves to realize. And for those who have the 

good fortune to know the many, his kindness, his simplicity, his sincerity, his smile, 

the universality of his ideas—you do not wonder why everybody loves and respects 

Fritz Kreisler.
20

 

 

Descriptions of Kreisler’s playing indicate that his kindhearted personality came through in 

his playing, creating a “happy balance between heart and mind.”
21

 Kreisler’s ability to 

express his sincerity in his playing surely influenced Tertis’s approach to beauty of sound on 

the viola.  

                                                 
16

 Tertis, My Viola and I, 20. 
17

 Lionel Tertis, “Introduction to an English Viola,” Music & Letters 28, no. 3 (July 1947): 217. 
18

 Potter, Anthology, 225. 
19

 Jacques Thibaud quoted by Louis P. Lochner, Fritz Kreisler (New York: Macmillan, 1950), 360.  
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 Kreisler’s sound was described as unique, “unmistakable, incomparable and 

unequalled.”
22

 Violinist Yehudi Menuhin wrote of Kreisler, “That tone expresses the man. 

No other violin tone, no matter how lush, how big, how vibrant, or how pure, has ever moved 

human beings in the same way.”
23

 In addition to his emphasis on beauty of sound, vibrato, 

portamento, and slight rubato, Kreisler was also a composer who understood musical 

architecture and was able to bring out relationships within the work.
24

  

 Tertis said he followed Kreisler around “like a dog wherever he played.”
25

 The violist 

asked for lessons, but Kreisler turned him down. Instead, Tertis gained what knowledge he 

could by listening to and emulating the violinist’s tone and vibrato. “Kreisler has all my life 

represented my ideal,” Tertis wrote.
26

 Tertis’s “dream came true” on June 22, 1924 when he 

performed Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante with Kreisler at the Royal Albert Hall.
27

 

 By hearing and emulating Kreisler’s sound and vibrato, Tertis now had an “inner 

vision of a warm, deep, satisfying viola sound.”
28

 Kreisler’s wife noticed her husband’s 

influence in Tertis’s playing and made the comment to Tertis after a recital in 1933, “I have 

never heard any string player whose tone quality was so like Fritz’s.”
29

 With only his ear to 

guide him, Tertis had managed to create a unique viola sound and character based on ideal 

aspects of Kreisler’s playing. 

 Eugene Ysaÿe, another “sound” hero of Tertis’s, made use of a wider vibrato than 

what was customary at the time. Tertis added this influence to Kreisler’s idea of continuous 
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vibrato, which meant a “correspondingly increased intensity of expression.”
30

 This concept 

of a continuous, wide vibrato from violinists Ysaÿe and Kreisler created an ideal vibrato for 

the larger viola, and the means for intensified expression in the many lyric passages written 

for Tertis in new viola compositions.  

 

Descriptions of Tertis’s sound 

 Many of the descriptions of Kreisler’s sound are nearly identical to those written 

about Tertis. After hearing Tertis in a private performance of Debussy’s String Quartet, 

Tertis’s colleague, pianist Arthur Rubinstein raved, “from the first bars on, I became aware 

of a new element in their ensemble, a sonority I had never heard before. The sound came to 

light by the powerful, singing, soulful tone of the viola as played by Lionel Tertis.”
31

 

Afterwards, Rubinstein joined the ensemble to play Brahms’s Piano Quartet in C Minor. The 

pianist recorded in his memoirs, “The sound of his solo in the first movement still rings in 

my ears.”
32

 Another meeting between two great artists happened between Tertis and Pablo 

Casals during another musical evening documented by Rubinstein. Casals apparently entered 

the house while Tertis was playing a Mozart quartet in another room. Rubinstein writes, 

“Pablo stood at the front door and asked suddenly: ‘Who plays the viola?’ He discerned 

Lionel Tertis’s tone from that long distance.”
33

  

 Apart from his short essay, “Beauty of Tone in String Playing,” Tertis never 

specifically discussed many of his techniques outside of his teaching studio as the great 

pedagogues Ivan Galamian, Carl Flesch, and others did. However, discussion by his students 

helps to define what technical philosophies were important to creating the signature Tertis 
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sound. Former student Paul Cropper said Tertis “produced a wonderful sound, impeccable 

intonation, and played with great conviction.”
34

 Cropper continued, saying, Tertis was the 

“most successful at projecting his splendid tone above the whole orchestra,” not only in the 

loud passages, but he also “produced the most wonderful pianissimo playing.”
35

  

 

Tertis’s ideal timbre 

 The “rich, dark brown” quality of the viola, which Tertis described to his student 

Harry Danks, is what helps make the viola stand apart from the other members of the string 

family.
36

 Tertis called the bright violin the “king of instruments” and described the cello as 

having a “lovely sonority.”
37

 With these individual timbral designations, the viola would be 

allowed to stand apart from the other instruments. Another Tertis pupil, Bernard Shore, 

discusses the viola’s “individual character,” saying the viola has a “certain mysterious 

quality” that the violin and cello lack.
38

 While the violin “relies on brilliance” and the cello 

on “depth of tone,” the viola has a “lovely, elusive quality of sound that charms by its own 

particular beauty.”
39

 Redefining the role of the viola by using its distinct timbre was 

important to Tertis’s mission to promote the instrument and to introduce it to composers as a 

“new” voice from the string family.  

 What Tertis thought about sound and his preference of viola timbre offer insight into 

the type of qualities he was trying to promote. William Primrose, Tertis’s “natural heir” to 

solo viola playing, described the differences in viola timbre preference between him and 
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Tertis.
40

 While Primrose’s ideal timbre was from the smaller Stradivarius and Guarnerius 

models, which have a “mezzo-soprano” quality, Tertis preferred the “contralto” quality.
41

  

 Tertis loved the sonority of the viola’s C string the most and many composers wrote 

melodies for him that exploited the “wonderful, fat, sonorous C-string” sound.
42

 Modern 

violist Lawrence Power described the importance of performing these melodies in works 

written for Tertis with that “bass element to the viola sound,” which Tertis adored.
43

 

Examples of melodies employing this special timbre of the viola can be found in almost any 

work written for Tertis, including those by York Bowen. 

 

A New Standard of Viola Technique 

 The introduction of a “new,” distinct string sound required a distinct technique of 

performance, different from standard violin pedagogy. Tertis’s new approach to technique 

was centered on the concept of beauty of sound. His vibrato, tone production, flawless 

intonation, and fingering choices all reflect his ideal for viola sound. According to Primrose, 

Tertis defined the distinct personality of the viola, and to “suggest that performance on it was 

no more than playing the violin a fifth down in pitch, was to commit the sin of sins and evoke 

his wrath both swift and devastating.”
44

 Tertis developed bowing and fingering systems that 

differed from the norms of playing on the tonally more responsive violin. “We are constantly 

dealing with problems of sonority and tractability,” Primrose said.
45

 Tertis pioneered a new 
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approach to viola technique, especially in bowing and fingering, which allowed for greater 

care of tone production and sonority, two issues which are of less concern on the violin.  

 

Bowing and projection 

 Part of the uniqueness heard in Tertis’s sound was his capability to project above the 

orchestra in both loud and soft dynamics. Former student Paul Cropper said Tertis could 

create a “penetrating pianissimo” that could project over an entire orchestra.
46

 Another 

description of Tertis’s power of projection of tone came from another former student, Eric 

Coates, who said this of his teacher’s sound:  

It went from a tremendously vital, white-hot fortissimo down to a trembling, limpid 

pianissimo so distant that it was difficult to sense whence the mysterious sound could 

be coming. (Later on, I heard Tertis many times in large concert halls, and on each 

occasion I marveled at the way in which he could make the softest sound carry to the 

farthest corner of the building. It was almost ethereal.)
47

 

 

 Tertis taught his students how to project and maintain beauty of tone by focusing on 

the techniques intonation and bow control. Tertis said that perfect intonation was the “rock-

foundation” of tone and projection.
48

 “A note infinitesimally flat or sharp lacks the rich, 

round, penetrative, luscious sound that only a note perfectly in tune will give you,” Tertis 

wrote.
49

  

 In order to achieve the bow control required for projecting beauty of tone on the 

viola, Tertis required his students to practice long, slow bows for weeks before moving on to 

other techniques and repertoire. Tertis wrote that the key to creating smoothness, evenness, 
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and continuity of sound was to work on getting equal tone from all parts of the bow.
50

 

Former student Sydney Errington recalled Tertis berating him for a flautando sound, saying 

he would have to work at getting a true viola sound. “Don’t sound like a poor fiddler,” Tertis 

told Errington.
51

 The student was apparently moving the bow too quickly and lightly, which 

is a technique that would project on the violin; however, for the viola a slower, concentrated 

bow is more effective to producing the viola timbre Tertis wanted. Coates said his experience 

working on these slow-bow exercises for three to four hours per day were worth the effort; 

after the monotonous exercise, the difference in his tone was remarkable.
52

  

  Tertis told his students that there “must be variations” in the quality of sound he 

advocated.
53

 Variety and beauty of tone was the most important goal for a string player 

according to Tertis, because it is linked with the ability to express the innermost and sincere 

feelings of the musician who must project the “utmost intensity of feeling all the time and 

every time.”
54

 Tertis’s slow-bow exercises were the foundation for teaching good tone 

production and demonstrate his priority for sound over all other technique. The other 

ingredient for creating the signature Tertis sound was the application of left-hand techniques 

with expressive fingering choices.  

 

Fingerings 

 Before Tertis intervened, the approach to viola technique was basically the same as 

on the violin. The usual fingerings consisted of first and third positions and the use of many 

open strings for both sound production and ease of playing such a large instrument. When 
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Primrose first saw Tertis’s fingerings in his youth, he thought they were “bizarre” and 

believed they were just a sign of Tertis’s “nonconformity.”
55

 Later, Primrose came to realize 

Tertis’s system of fingering “evoked the sonorities and rather exclusive beauties of the viola 

as distinct from the violin.”
56

 According to former student Paul Cropper, Tertis spent a great 

deal of time working out a fingering, especially for an expressive passage, and it was 

“sometimes very awkward to do, but nevertheless the most effective.”
57

 Tertis’s “bizarre” 

fingerings were to create a distinct viola sound and included climbing up the lower two 

strings, using the “in between” positions for more agile movement and fewer stretches, and 

making the viola sing high up in the treble register of the instrument.  

 Tertis’s fingerings can be studied in any of the published Tertis editions. However, 

one of the most informative editions is the two-volume collection edited by John White 

entitled Lionel Tertis: The Early Years. This collection of short salon pieces includes original 

compositions by Tertis as well as many of the transcriptions he performed and recorded. 

White includes all of Tertis’s fingerings, bowings, and other annotations transcribed either 

from Tertis’s own parts or from his recordings of these works. The fact that nearly all of this 

collection has been recorded by Tertis allows us to understand the reasoning behind the 

violist’s fingerings by following the score and listening to him play. The consistent logic 

behind all of Tertis’s fingering choices is beauty of sound.  

 

 Sul G & Sul C 

 One of the methods Tertis observed to produce a beautiful and distinct viola timbre 

was playing in high positions on low strings. This procedure allowed the production of a 
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wide variety of tone colors and is evident in any Tertis edition, which are riddled with the 

terms “sul G” and “sul C.” Example 1.1 demonstrates Tertis’s fondness for playing a melody 

in the upper regions of the lower strings with fingerings notated primarily on the G string 

(indicated with III) in his arrangement of Brahms’s “Minnelied.”
58

 Tertis recorded the work 

in 1928 for Columbia Records.
59

  

Example 1.1: Johannes Brahms, arranged by Lionel Tertis, “Minnelied,” op. 71, no. 5, mm. 

5-13.  

 

 Tertis was known for exploiting all the possible tone colors available, and playing in 

high positions on low strings for long passages helped to achieve this. The string instrument 

is capable of “unlimited shades of expression,” he said, and advised violists to study them.
60

 

The concept of creating a variety of tone colors by “going up” the low strings on a repeated 

passage is a device many modern string players still use. String players can create timbral 

variety by playing a repeated phrase on the next lowest string the second time. If going to 

another string to alter the color for a repeated passage was not possible, Tertis advocated 

using a different fingering which could also provide some “vitality of effect.”
61
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 Second & fourth positions 

 The more common and almost exclusive use of the “odd-numbered” positions in 

violin technique did not suit the new way of playing the viola. Merely to transfer concepts of 

violin fingering to the viola would be “ineffective on the larger instrument.”
62

 Tertis 

developed a fingering system that meant equal use of all positions including the second and 

fourth positions more often than before. His system allowed faster motion and less distance 

to cover between adjacent positions. Because of the larger size of the viola, players had to 

shift more often than on the violin in order to avoid stretches. Tertis’s concept also offered 

better fingering choices without injury from stretching.  

 Influenced by Tertis’s shifting freedom, Primrose said he discourages being overly 

conscious of “positions,” never “obliged” to play a certain note with a certain finger.
63

 This 

principle allows the left hand to be free and uninhibited.
64

 The idea of freedom of the left 

hand seems apparent in Tertis’s choice of equal use of the “in between” positions of second 

and fourth. Both Primrose and Tertis believed fingering choice was to serve the purpose of 

enhancing the music. Beauty of tone was always the top priority.  

 

 High register 

 The new freedom and agility of the left hand in viola technique allowed for more use 

of the upper register of the instrument. With his new ideas about fingering, Tertis 

demonstrated in performance that the viola could make a pleasant sound in the upper register, 

which inspired composers to push the limits of the viola’s range to almost an octave above 

the previously accepted limit. According to Tertis’s former student Bernard Shore, the 
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“normal limit” until about 1890 was only to b″, with a few exceptions in works such as those 

by Richard Strauss.
65

 These new works for Tertis often reached a‴. 

 The change in the accepted upper limits, both before and after Tertis’s influence, can 

be illustrated by comparing transcriptions of the Brahms Clarinet Sonatas (Examples 1.2a 

and 1.2b). In the first edition from 1895, Brahms did not go above c" in either sonata and 

made alterations from the original clarinet version to avoid the upper register of the viola. 

Several transcriptions made after Tertis’s expansion of the range, such as the one by Milton 

Katims, retain the original register of the clarinet version. 

Example 1.2a: Johannes Brahms, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 143-146 (viola part, first 

edition). 

 
Example 1.2b: Johannes Brahms, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 143-146 (clarinet part in C) 

 

 

 Part of Tertis’s mission included demonstrating the beauty of the viola’s upper 

register, and that good tone quality could be achieved with persistent practice.
66

 It was also 

helpful if the passage was introduced in a “suitable manner by the composer.”
67

 Playing in 

the upper register for long periods of time is not pleasant for performer or listener, Primrose 

explained.
68

 He continued, “if in a brief excursion you dash up to the top of the fingerboard 
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and back down again, that can be quite exciting.”
69

 These new left-hand principles 

revolutionized viola playing and how composers wrote for the instrument.  

 Since the “discovery” and effect of using the upper register, composers have been 

able to use this extension of range to also extend the “artistic scope of the instrument.”
70

 

Tertis challenged composers in several of his writings to write in a new virtuosic style for the 

viola and told them to not be afraid of “climbing well up the fingerboard.”
71

 As a result, 

modern violists are indebted to Tertis for adding nearly an octave to the accepted range of the 

viola.  

 

Expressive techniques 

 In addition to evoking distinct colors by use of fingerings up the fingerboard on all 

strings and in all positions on the viola, Tertis’s fingerings were also to assist in creating the 

most beautiful and natural expression with vibrato and portamento. To facilitate these two 

techniques, Tertis mostly used the second and third fingers, which are stronger for vibrato 

and easier to slide with in portamento. Tertis avoided open strings and the weak fourth finger 

whenever possible, especially in lyrical passages. By using the second and third fingers 

instead, Tertis was able to use continuous vibrato in a lyrical passage without interruption by 

vibrato-less open strings or a weakly-vibrated fourth finger. Tertis preferred every note to be 

vibrated and alive with expression, and an open string sounded “dead” in comparison, or as 

Tertis put it, was an “undesirable intruder.”
72
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 Another probable reason Tertis avoided open strings was the fact that he preferred 

steel strings to the gut strings most string players were using at the time.
73

 Steel strings 

offered Tertis more penetrating projection of sound with their quick response, but would not 

be as warm and mellow as an open string made of gut. Tertis’s seemingly “bizarre” 

fingerings were actually quite logical, facilitating expression with vibrato and portamento by 

using strong fingers (2 and 3) and by using open strings and the fourth finger less often.  

  

 Vibrato 

 The two features of Tertis’s recorded performances most striking to modern ears are 

his vibrato and portamento. Inspired by Ysaÿe and Kreisler, Tertis combined their 

approaches to create an ideal vibrato for the viola. Concerning vibrato, the violist’s advice to 

his students and in his writings was simply and repeatedly wrote, “KEEP YOUR FINGERS 

ALIVE!”
74

 Tertis would keep the vibrato going, overlapping it from note to note. The concept 

of continuous vibrato was very important to Tertis because it was “an indispensable element 

towards expressing your innermost feelings.”
75

  

 Although he modeled his vibrato on Kreisler’s, Tertis was “always at pains to 

emphasize that vibrato should be considerably slower on the viola than on the violin.”
76

 

However, Tertis believed the speed of vibrato was linked with the expressive feeling to be 

communicated and must come naturally. Tertis wrote, “If you possess the true kind of 

expressive feeling within yourself you will soon find what is the correct pace of vibrato for 

all occasions.”
77

 Tully Potter noted that even in his prime, Tertis “perhaps used more vibrato 
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than was ideal for revealing the viola’s full range of colors.”
78

 Tertis began to rethink his 

vibrato later in life, realizing it was quite slow compared to Primrose and other string players 

of the next generation.
79

  

 

 Portamento 

 In addition to his vibrato, Tertis was known for using a variety of expressive scoops, 

slides, and vocal inflection called portamento. Tertis referred to the device as another 

resource for expression and defined it as “the means of joining or linking two notes of varied 

distances between them, smoothly and naturally. It is not a discernable slide; it is an 

infinitesimal join.”
80

 According to Tertis, portamento is to be used in conjunction with 

continuous vibrato with the goal always being beauty of tone above all else.
81

  

 According to his former student Harry Danks, Tertis’s use of portamento was “the 

way everyone played in those days,” but for Tertis, “portamenti seemed as natural as 

breathing.”
82

 The technique was part of the musical language of the time when “melodies 

were conceived with a much more vocal concept” to them.
83

 Tertis believed portamento was 

a “most necessary adjunct to legato playing” and when used correctly enhanced one’s beauty 

of expression.
84

  

 The melodic implication for portamento can be found in many of works written for 

Tertis, regardless of a composer’s specific indication for it. Tertis would slide up a large 

interval with great expressive effect or close a phrase with a perfectly-timed “fall” down to 

the cadential note. The following example (Example 1.3) demonstrates both of these types of 
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portamento in Tertis’s transcription of Brahms’s “Minnelied.” The fingerings notated belong 

to Tertis and can be heard in his Columbia recording from 1928. Indications of portamento 

used by Tertis are transcribed from this recording.  

 
Example 1.3: Johannes Brahms, arranged by Lionel Tertis, “Minnelied,” op. 71, no. 5, mm. 

5-13 (with portamento transcribed from recording).
85

  

 

Continued Advocacy for the Viola 

 Tertis unexpectedly announced his retirement from performance in 1937 after a 

performance of the Walton Concerto and Berlioz’s Harold in Italy for a BBC concert just 

after his sixtieth birthday. In what he called his “obituary notice,” Tertis submitted his 

announcement to the Daily Telegraph, saying that acute fibrosis in his right arm had been 

affecting his bowing.
86

 In his memoirs Tertis wrote, “The fear haunted me that that if I were 

to continue playing, I should deteriorate more and more and undo the years of struggle on 

behalf of the solo viola.”
87

 Tertis’s one-mindedness toward the advancement of the viola 

continued even after his retirement from the concert platform.  

 Even though he was retired from performing, Tertis continued his mission to 

demonstrate the distinctive tonal beauty of the viola through his writings on technique, as 
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well as with the development of a design of an ideal instrument. In his essay, “Beauty of 

Tone in String Playing,” Tertis addresses the techniques required to produce good tone 

quality, as well as offers insight into his methods of producing his unique tone. The essay 

was reprinted as an addendum to his autobiography, My Viola and I, alongside several other 

short essays.
88

  

 In addition to his essays on technique, Tertis continued his mission by developing an 

ideal instrument that would show off the distinct tone of the viola, and would be available to 

other violists. Tertis blamed the variation in viola size throughout history for causing “the 

repute of the instrument infinite harm.”
89

 Unlike the violin and cello, there is no standard size 

or model for the viola. Because of the variety of size and shape of instruments, there is also a 

wide range of tone quality and timbre. Many players, especially those who were former 

violinists, were using violas that were too small to produce a good tone. There were also 

many large violas that were almost unplayable because of their enormous size. Tertis was 

determined to alter the situation by designing an instrument to suit his ideal for sound and 

playability, which might also become a standard model for the viola.  

 In 1937, Tertis began a nine-year collaboration with luthier Arthur Richardson in 

order to develop his ideas for the ideal viola. The goal was to create a model that was large 

enough to produce the grand, sonorous tone Tertis wanted, yet small and light enough for 

violists to manage the new virtuosic style of playing viola he pioneered. According to Tertis, 

the ideal viola size, and resulting body length of the Richardson-Tertis Model Viola, was 
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16¾ inches, although violists should use larger violas if the player is capable without 

injury.
90

  

 Before his work with Richardson, Tertis always advocated the use of large violas 

because he preferred the deep sonority of his 17⅛-inch Montagnana. However, violas smaller 

than the new R.T. Model Viola’s 16¾-inch length were “merely an inferior violin,” 

according to Tertis, and he would not accept a pupil who did not use a full-sized 

instrument.
91

 In his article, “Introduction to an English Viola” from 1947, Tertis included 

drawings and detailed measurements of the Richardson-Tertis Model, stating they were 

“freely at the disposal of all instrument makers.”
92

 This free distribution without copyright or 

compensation demonstrates Tertis’s commitment to promoting what he thought were the best 

qualities of the viola sound, and to spread this influence to as many people as possible. Tertis 

continued in his essay that anyone who finds the new R.T. Model Viola too large “should 

give up all idea of viola-playing and resort to the violin.”
93

 This statement reflects Tertis’s 

strong, protective feeling for the individuality of the viola.  

 The results of the Richardson-Tertis collaboration were short-lived, but it was an 

“interesting historical development” for the viola according to John White.
94

 In the end there 

were 178 R.T. Model Violas made, some of which are still in use. However, “many of 

today’s violists get wonderful sounds from instruments of various shapes and sizes,” White 

points out, “giving the player a choice that would have been unthinkable in Tertis’s time.”
95

 

Although Tertis did not achieve standardization of viola size, the impact of his 
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experimentation “created interest in the question of viola size and shape.”
96

 Two years after 

announcing his retirement, Tertis resumed public appearances for select performances and to 

promote the R.T. Model Viola. 

 

Tertis’s Legacy 

 Tertis’s new principles of playing viola were derived from his priority for tonal 

beauty. He did not follow or create any strict pedagogical philosophies on fingering, but 

instead based his fingering choices purely on artistry. According to many accounts by his 

students, Tertis taught primarily by example with few rules apart from “keeping the fingers 

alive” and producing a variety of colors in order to create the most beautiful and rich 

sonority. Perhaps Tertis’s method was due to the fact that he was mostly self-taught when it 

came to the viola. Tertis had only the aural guidance of listening to violinists such as 

Kreisler, and he found ways to create a viola sound he wanted—free from any dogmatic 

violin principles passed down from a teacher.  

 Tertis’s lasting contributions to the viola may be summarized as follows: 

1. Tertis’s own artistry inspired new literature for the viola and he extended the range 

almost an octave above the then accepted upper limit. 

 

2. Tertis advocated the use of a large viola and devised fingerings which eliminated 

awkward stretches by making use of half, second, and fourth positions as much as 

first, third, and fifth. 

 

3. He used vibrato as much as violinists and cellists, a new practice for his time. 

 

4. Tertis freed the viola from its unfortunate reputation of having unequal strings, and 

exploited all the tone colors of the instrument in ways that previously had not been 

thought possible.
97
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These traits and contributions are all recognizable as standard technique to modern violists, a 

tribute to the lasting impact of Tertis’s influence.  

 In addition to his techniques, Tertis’s contributions in recording, performing, and 

inspiring new works for the viola, gave the instrument a highly favorable reputation and 

provided an easier path for future virtuosos of the viola such as Paul Hindemith and William 

Primrose to be accepted as viola soloists. Tertis was successful in completing his mission and 

is rightly called the pioneer of the viola.  

 Further evidence of Tertis’s legacy can be found in the wealth of new viola literature 

his influence helped add to the repertoire. Tertis’s artistry and virtuosity inspired the 

composers who wrote for him and these newly-composed works captured Tertis’s signature 

sound and the style of the music that belongs to the period. Tertis said these works were 

beautiful and held “a powerful influence in the advancement of the viola.”
 98

 By collaborating 

with many contemporary composers, Tertis was able to show the public the possibilities of 

using the viola as a solo instrument. Among the first composers to collaborate with Tertis in 

his mission for the viola was pianist-composer York Bowen.  
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CHAPTER 2 

YORK BOWEN 

 York Bowen became one of Tertis’s primary advocates for the viola as a solo 

instrument. Like other composers, “Bowen was inspired to explore the possibilities of the 

viola by the magnificent playing of Tertis.”
99

 Not only did Bowen contribute several 

significant works to the viola repertoire, but he performed with Tertis for several years as one 

of his principal pianists.  

 To determine how the collaboration between Bowen and Tertis produced these great 

works for the viola, this chapter will first cover Bowen’s early success as a pianist and 

composer and his first performance with Tertis, which led to their lengthy performance and 

compositional collaboration. An examination of Bowen’s music will follow, including his 

compositional influences and individual style, which remained consistent throughout his life 

despite the many changes in modern compositional trends of the early twentieth century. This 

will lead to a discussion of the similarities of Bowen and Tertis’s ideals of musical aesthetic 

and style. These similarities, as well as Bowen’s knowledge of the viola, add to the list of the 

reasons why the collaboration between the two musicians worked so well.  

 Bowen enjoyed a busy and fruitful life as pianist, composer, and pedagogue. Born in 

London on February 22, 1884, Bowen was a piano prodigy and made his concerto debut at 

the age of eight. His parents did not want him to have a career as a child prodigy, so he had a 
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quiet upbringing, attending school and doing such chores as cutting the grass until he entered 

the Royal Academy of Music at age 14.
100

  

 During his studies Bowen won many prizes in both piano and composition, and his 

works were already receiving many performances. In 1903, at the age of 19, he was invited 

to play his First Piano Concerto at a Promenade Concert at the Queen’s Hall under the 

direction of Henry Wood. At this time Saint-Saëns heard him and said, “This is the most 

remarkable of the young British composers.”
101

 In addition to his success as a pianist and 

composer, Bowen was an accomplished French horn, organ, and viola player. In 1905 Bowen 

left the Academy and by age 23 had performed his Second and Third Piano Concertos at the 

major halls in London. By 1907, Bowen was appointed a fellow at the Academy, and two 

years later, professor of piano, a post he held for fifty years. In response to his multi-faceted 

career, Bowen said, “I am first and foremost a pianist but I hope I may say, without 

arrogance, that my work as a composer does not come far behind that.”
102

 

 The height of Bowen’s success as a pianist and composer was from his student days 

until around 1920. The young musician’s potential was noticed by the press and can be seen 

in a feature article in The Musical Times which said “Mr. York Bowen’s future career will be 

watched with interest and expectation. May all success attend his artistic aims and earnest 

endeavours.”
103

 During this time, Bowen composed, conducted, and performed many of his 

own works, including over 150 works for piano, two symphonies and several other 

symphonic works, three piano concertos, a violin concerto, a viola concerto, and sonatas for 

nearly every instrument, including the viola. It was during this period of Bowen’s career that 
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he collaborated regularly with Lionel Tertis in performance, and was inspired to write several 

viola compositions for him.  

 

Performance Collaboration of Bowen and Tertis 

 During the last year of Bowen’s student days at the Royal Academy in 1904, the 

twenty-year old musician made his first appearance with Lionel Tertis. Tertis was just 

beginning to make a name for himself as a soloist and had already been recognized as a 

successful orchestral player as principal violist of Henry Wood’s Queen’s Hall Orchestra, as 

a member of chamber ensembles such as the Wessely Quartet, and as the first viola professor 

appointed at the RAM. Bowen and Tertis’s first collaboration was their performance together 

at Bechstein Hall in 1904 performing Bowen’s Romance in D-flat, a short, salon-style piece 

originally written for the violin. This performance was the first of many recitals the duo 

would perform together, and led to an important compositional collaboration.  

 Between 1905 and 1907, Bowen and Tertis presented several major recitals that 

received critical acclaim and promoted the viola as a solo instrument. In addition to 

performing the two Brahms Sonatas, the duo specialized in performing contemporary English 

works written especially for Tertis, which showed the best aspects of the viola’s timbre and 

capabilities. Bowen, like other English composers, was enthralled by Tertis’s “extraordinary 

ability as a performer and the driving force of his personality.”
104

 Bowen contributed several 

significant viola works of his own to the duo’s recital programs including two viola sonatas, 

Fantasy for Viola and Organ, and Romantic Poem for Viola, Harp, and Organ. The duo made 

a successful recital appearance in Berlin in 1907 with performances of Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 

in C Minor, Benjamin Dale’s Suite, op. 2, and Brahms’s E-flat Sonata. The Berliner 
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Tageblatt described their “exemplary performance” of the Brahms and praised their artistic 

collaboration:  

Besides the viola player, whose magnificent tone and musical power entirely 

conquered the audience, there came forward a significant interpreter of the pianoforte 

part, and so we had the pleasure of welcoming an artistic conception, unfortunately 

only too rare in this place.
105

 

 

 In addition to his works written for their recitals, Bowen wrote Fantasie for Four 

Violas for Tertis and his pupils in 1908, followed by his largest work for the viola, the 

Concerto in C Minor, op. 25. Bowen’s Viola Concerto was “enthusiastically received” at its 

premiere in March 1908 and critics commented on Bowen’s individual style, as well as his 

effective and “thorough knowledge” of the viola.
106

 The performance was Tertis’s first 

appearance with the Philharmonic Society at the Queen’s Hall and was important exposure 

for both musicians and the promotion of the viola as a solo instrument. Bowen’s next major 

viola work for Tertis would come ten years later as his entry for the 1918 Cobbett 

Competition, Phantasy in F Major, op. 54, which will be discussed in chapter 3. 

 Between their first performance together in 1904 and 1918, when Tertis premiered 

Bowen’s Phantasy, Bowen was one of Tertis’s primary recital collaborators. Although he 

moved forward with other projects and chamber music collaborations, Tertis championed 

Bowen’s works and kept many of them as part of his primary repertoire. Some notable 

performances of Bowen’s works included the American premiere and performances of the 

Viola Concerto with the Chicago Symphony and Boston Symphony in 1923, and 

performances of both viola sonatas in Italy in 1933 with pianist Alfredo Casella. In 1943, 

Bowen and Tertis reunited for a performance for the memorial service of their mutual friend 

and composer Benjamin Dale. They repeated the recital in 1946, which was reviewed by 
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Clinton Gray-Fisk: “It was very refreshing to hear these admirable artists again in partnership 

after a lapse of many years, since in technique and temperament they are exceptionally well 

matched.”
107

 He continued, “Indeed Mr. Tertis’s warm, vibrant tone and Mr. Bowen’s perfect 

piano playing combined to produce the most satisfying reading of [John Ireland’s Sonata] we 

have yet heard.”
108

 Even forty-two years after their first performance together, Tertis and 

Bowen showed that the ideal collaboration between similarly minded musicians endured.  

 

Bowen’s Style 

 It would be easy to oversimplify a description of Bowen’s music as “romantic” or to 

make detailed style comparisons to the music of better-known composers. In actuality, 

Bowen’s music, like any other composer’s, has an individual style that comes from the subtle 

fusion of many influences, traditions, and experience. Bowen’s music illustrates this blend 

consistently throughout his career and in nearly every genre. Bowen’s musical idiom can be 

identified by looking at the influences critics heard in his music, and how Bowen perceived 

both his own style and the music of his contemporaries.  

 

Influences 

 In order to describe a lesser-known or a new composer’s sound to those who have not 

heard it, commentators often rely on comparisons to the styles of more familiar composers. 

Such has been the case with Bowen, who has been nicknamed the “English Rachmaninoff” 

and sometimes the “English Chopin” because of his romantic aesthetic and virtuosic pianist-
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composer status.
 109

 In addition to being compared to these composers, many commentators 

have found the influence of Debussy, Ravel, Wagner, and Strauss, among others, in Bowen’s 

music. While there are elements of these composers’ styles present in Bowen’s works, they 

are a matter of “influence rather than imitation” as one critic put it.
110

 Bowen described the 

art of composing as invention which is “prompted by imitation,” and invention is an 

“improvement on things already existing.”
111

 Bowen’s personal style was based on the 

evolution and invention stemming from compositional techniques in the tradition of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries instead of creating a completely new style. By 

continuing this late-romantic trajectory, Bowen’s music contains many of the elements from 

the styles he valued most, especially those from the Russian Piano School and the French 

Impressionists, as well as the late Romantics Wagner and Strauss.  

 Bowen’s reputation as a virtuoso pianist-composer in the tradition of Rachmaninoff 

and Chopin led music critic Kaikhosru Shapurji Sorabji to pronounce Bowen the “first and 

only great English master” of the piano.
112

 The comparison to these pianist-composers is also 

due to Bowen’s output of at least 150 piano works before he was forty years old, and later his 

Twenty-four Preludes in all keys written in 1938. The Twenty-four Preludes show the 

influence of Rachmaninoff and Chopin not only in the genre, but also in its musical style. 

Francis Pott wrote, “Rachmaninoff is the most detectable and recurrent model” for the 

Preludes, and while Bowen’s First Prelude uses a different harmonic vocabulary, “its 

rhythmic and pianistic resources spring clearly from Rachmaninoff’s prelude in the same 
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key.”
113

 Pott continues his analysis with other parallels between Bowen’s piano works and 

the works of other composers in detail.  

 In Bowen’s viola works the influence of Rachmaninoff and the Russian Piano School 

can be heard in the massive and virtuosic piano writing, as well as in the equal role of the 

piano as a chamber partner in the viola sonatas and Phantasy. Rachmaninoff’s poetic 

aesthetic can be heard in the many moments of romantic lyricism and soaring melodies of 

these viola works, as well as in the driving rhythms found in their finales (Example 2.1).  

Example 2.1: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 6-17 (viola part). 

Bowen admired and often performed the music from the Russian Piano School, including the 

works of Serge Rachmaninoff and Nicolas Medtner, and there is little doubt this influence 

seeped into his works. 

 Bowen said he was fascinated with the “picturesque colouring” of the music of 

contemporary French composers.
114

 Bowen felt so passionately about the French 

Impressionists he felt obliged to resign from his post at the RAM after a heated argument 

with the Academy’s principal, Alexander Mackenzie, who publically proclaimed it 

“immoral” to teach so much Debussy, Ravel, and Strauss.
115

 Fortunately, the argument was 

resolved and Bowen returned to his post.  

 Many critics noticed the influence of Impressionism in several of Bowen’s works, 

specifically in Suite Mignonne for piano, Fantasie for Four Violas, and the Viola Concerto. 
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John Caldwell found the outer movements of Bowen’s Suite Mignonne reminiscent of 

Debussy’s Pour le piano, while the middle movement was a “Ravellian” waltz.
116

 William 

Mann from The Times mentioned the hint of Impressionism found in Bowen’s Fantasie for 

Four Violas that offers a “touch of modality, that doffs the cap to Debussy’s quartet.”
117

 The 

influence of Debussy was also heard by critics at the premiere of Bowen’s Viola Concerto. 

The critic at The Times said “the orchestral colouring and the harmonic progressions are 

often reminiscent of Debussy, but it is a case of influence rather than imitation.”
118

 The critic 

at the Morning Post said the concerto was “very modern in spirit, it is admirably scored, with 

effects here and there which remind one of Debussy.”
119

  

 Bowen used several elements from the musical language of the Impressionists such as 

the colorful orchestration and texture in the viola concerto, as well as in some whole tone and 

pentatonic harmonic inflections and melodic figures. One short moment that is reminiscent of 

Debussy is in the pentatonic melody and orchestral texture in measures 30 and 31 of the 

second movement of the Viola Concerto (Example 2.2).  

Example 2.2: York Bowen, Viola Concerto, mvt. II, mm. 29-35 (piano reduction).  
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Elements such as pentatonic melodies and colorful textures from the Impressionists added to 

Bowen’s individual compositional voice.  

 In addition to the Impressionists, Bowen valued late-romantic German composers 

such as Wagner and Strauss. Monica Watson recounted how Bowen was “uplifted” by the 

music of Strauss and argued against Mackenzie for the merits of his music.
120

 One of the 

things Tertis remembered about Bowen was that he was “crazy about Wagner.”
121

 Bowen 

was a great admirer of Wagner’s music and spent many hours with his friend and fellow 

composer Benjamin Dale at the opera “ecstatically listening to Wagner,” and so emotionally 

moved that the two friends walked the streets for hours after the performance.
122

  

 Bowen’s harmonic idiom continues in the post-romantic tradition of expanding 

tonality through chromaticism as Wagner had done, yet Bowen retains a strong sense of 

tonality. Stephen Hough recognized this Wagnerian influence in Bowen’s Romance No. 2, 

op. 45, for piano and described its “passionate central climax reminiscent of Tristan.”
123

 

Bowen uses chromatic tension to build up to Wagnerian climaxes in several of his viola 

works. One example of Wagnerian chromatic sequences can be found in measures 100 to 113 

in the final movement of Bowen’s Viola Sonata No. 1 (Example 2.3).  

  

Example 2.3: York Bowen, Sonata No.1, mvt. III, mm. 100-113 (viola part).  
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Bowen said he did not believe much in program music of the late romantics and instead 

preferred an “expression of moods.”
124

 In order to achieve this, Bowen incorporated the 

chromatic harmony and full orchestration of Wagner and Strauss into his musical language.  

 

Bowen’s individual style 

 If there must be a generalization of Bowen’s style, the most accurate label would be a 

“romanticist with sympathies in the direction of Impressionism.”
125

 However, there are 

several additional defining characteristics of Bowen’s style, which include his ability to write 

a variety of beautiful, lyrical, jaunty, and sometimes simple melodies, as well as having a 

“sustained rhythmical impetus” in his finales.
126

 The Times wrote about Bowen’s unique 

compositional voice after the premiere of his Viola Concerto,  

Unlike some modern composers Mr Bowen has not aimed merely at orchestral 

colouring, but has packed all his movements with melodies, the second subject of the 

first movement and the theme of the Andante being very attractive and also lending 

themselves easily to development. In these development sections Mr Bowen has 

written with a great deal of fluency and the writing, as might have been expected 

from his previous works, has a decided character of its own.
127

  

 

 Many commentators noted how Bowen’s rich, inventive, and expressive harmonic 

language has set him apart from other composers. Sorabji described the “delicate and richly 

resourceful harmonic piquancy and color” of Bowen’s music, and how his rich expression 

demonstrated “a very individual beautiful and interesting musical thought.”
128

 Hough 

poetically describes Bowen’s harmonic language as endlessly inventive, “rich enough for the 

sweetest tooth, but with enough subtlety to satisfy the more sophisticated palate.”
129
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 In addition to his delightful melodies, rhythmic vitality, and rich harmonic language, 

one of the most characteristic traits of Bowen’s style is his in treatment of harmony and 

texture within traditional forms. Bowen uses “playful experiment” in harmony, as well as the 

technique of varying other elements, yet retains a strong constructive sense of form.
130

 

Matthew Jones points out how Bowen uses subtle variation to disguise the ingenuity 

employed in his treatment of traditional forms such as the sonata.
131

 Bowen subtly changes 

the harmony, texture, or figuration in many inventive ways, especially on the repeat of a 

melodic idea. For example, Bowen sets his opening theme with different figuration than his 

recapitulation in the middle movement of Viola Sonata No. 1 (Example 2.4). 

 

Example 2.4: York Bowen, Sonata No.1, mvt. II, mm.1-3, 117-119.  

This excerpt demonstrates how Bowen’s change in figuration gives his music what Dunhill 

describes as “attributes of novelty and surprise.”
132

  

 In addition to adding variety and surprises within traditional forms in sonatas, 

concertos, and preludes, Bowen wrote many works in the romantic genres of the poem, 

fantasia, and rhapsody. While these genres usually allow more freedom of structure, Bowen 

always provides clear structure with identifiable and interrelated sections. For example, 
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Bowen’s Phantasy for Viola and Piano is a one-movement work in the guise of the late-

nineteenth century poetic genres, but is clearly divided into three separate, yet cohesive 

sections. Fantasie for Four Violas and Rhapsody for Viola and Piano are two other examples 

of Bowen’s one-movement works that retain an organized structure with clearly separate 

sections. For Bowen, these romantic titles usually refer to the general mood and poetic nature 

of the work rather than a meandering form.  

 Simply referring to Bowen as the “English Rachmaninoff” is not a fair assessment of 

the composer’s style and may misguide listeners from the originality of Bowen’s voice. 

Critic Clinton Gray-Fisk best summarized the uniqueness of Bowen’s music as having a 

“wide emotional range, skillfully varied texture and infinite harmonic subtlety,” consistently 

maintaining interest of listeners.
133

 Gray-Fisk also wrote that Bowen’s music proves that a 

“composer of genius can still contrive to say something new, vital and original within the 

boundaries of tonality.”
134

 However, staying within the “boundaries” of tonality was one of 

the reasons Bowen’s music fell quickly out of fashion.  

 

Rise in modernist trends 

 The early twentieth century saw many new theories of composition, including 

neoclassicism, primitivism, and serialism among others. Schoenberg’s melodrama Pierrot 

Lunaire debuted in 1912, and Stravinsky’s scandalous premiere of the Rite of Spring took 

place the following year. The new harmonic language of these works greatly influenced 

composers across Europe, giving them the tools to create a new sound that reflected the 

mood of the times and their reactions to the Great War across Europe from 1914 to 1918. A 
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change in style during these years can be detected in the music of several composers, 

including Bowen’s English contemporaries Frank Bridge, Arnold Bax, John Ireland, and 

others.
135

 Living through a war changed the perspective of many, and these composers used 

the modernist trends as a new way to express their ideas and reactions to the world around 

them. 

 

Bowen’s reaction 

 Bowen developed and established his compositional style early in his career and, 

unlike many of his contemporaries, he did not change that style during this turbulent period. 

When Bowen returned from the war in 1916, his creative impulse was to continue writing in 

“abstract poetic romanticism rather than unflinching human and social commentary.”
136

 

Bowen wrote,  

Throughout my career I have endeavoured to appreciate the beauty of other people’s 

music all the more because I am a composer myself, and I have no use for the 

arguments of people who try to excuse ugly music on the grounds that it expresses the 

ugly age in which we are living at the present time. If modern life is ugly, then there 

is all the more reason why music should bring beauty into it.
 137

  

 

Bowen continued to use diatonic harmony in the tradition of the post-romantics and 

Impressionists. Amidst atonality and serialism, Bowen’s traditional style and tonal harmonic 

language set him far apart from those writing in avant-garde styles, earning him the label as a 

“romantic” in comparison.  

 Bowen did not agree with the term “romantic” being applied to his music. One 

instance where this occurred was in a critic’s review of an organ recital where one of 

Bowen’s organ works was on the program along with one by serialist Elizabeth Lutyens. 
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After reading the review Bowen remarked, “I don’t think my organ piece is ‘romantic’ at all 

anyway—it is quite severe in parts! Silly Asses!”
138

 Bowen felt his music should be called 

“modern”; however, it was never labeled as such because of the popularity of avant-garde 

styles.  

 Bowen unabashedly expressed his strong opinions on “modernism” in print 

throughout his career and defended his own style. “I have always tried to compose modern 

music that is still music,” Bowen said.
139

 He argued, “In every sphere of work invention 

proves to be an improvement on things already existing” and the progressive party “cannot 

altogether discard ‘inherited formulae.’”
140

 Bowen felt that modern music should in some 

way be an extension of the music that came before, a combination of imitation and invention, 

and not something completely outside of that realm.
141

 “If a piece has neither shape nor 

harmonic beauty, I fail to see how it can be called music at all,” Bowen said.
142

 

 More specifically, Bowen spoke out against Stravinsky’s Symphonies of Wind 

Instruments in memory of Claude Debussy after its premiere in London in 1921 with a 

disapproving letter to the editor regarding the work. Bowen’s response was livid: 

I should think no greater insult could be given a fine musician than such a work […]. 

Without one redeeming feature, it consisted almost entirely of the most hideous 

combination of notes, nearly always in chords, and was scored in such a way that the 

merest novice in orchestration might easily beat! When one considers that the 

composer does know how to handle any sized orchestra with the greatest skill and has 

written music in his earlier stages, it is difficult to believe that such a work can be 

seriously meant […]. I feel sure that many who still have an ear for beauty in music 

found this composition most offensive and I cannot believe that anyone really enjoyed 

it. Hisses as well as applause were heard—but many kept silent. […] Such occasions 

as this deserve the greatest protest and I only wish that more would have the courage 
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to make such. As a lover of good modern ideas in harmony and orchestration, I am all 

out for advance and experiment, but not such as this, which is neither.
143

  

 

The strong ideas in this letter demonstrate Bowen was not afraid to speak out in defense of 

his definition of music and his own style. Bowen did not believe music needed to go in the 

direction it was going with composers such as Stravinsky.  

 While many of his comments against the “progressive party” in music are serious and 

strongly worded, Bowen’s sense of humor on the subject is revealed in his Curiosity Suite, 

op. 42, written in 1916. The suite is a collection of short pieces for piano that parody several 

modernist styles. Caldwell called Bowen’s titles “facetious,” but after reading Watson’s 

anecdotes showing Bowen’s sense of humor, as well as the other titles in the collection, it is 

easy to say his titles are all in good-natured jest.
144

 The title of Number 3 is perhaps the most 

offensive of the suite, The “Futurist” Piece, subtitled, “To those with a sense of humour—

not to admirers of this particular cult.”
145

 Bowen’s suite offers another example of his 

steadfast views on modern music, although in musical language showing his personality. 

 Advocates for Bowen’s music included conductor Henry Wood, as well as the critics 

Kaikhosru Sorabji, Clinton Gray-Fisk, Edwin Evans, and Jonathan Frank. Defending 

Bowen’s “traditional” style, Frank wrote,  

It may be argued by those determined to force Stravinsky and Schönberg down our 

throats, that music written in a late-romantic idiom is no longer of interest to the 

greater majority of music-lovers to-day. The answer is that the greatest music of York 

Bowen is written with a conviction, mastery and individuality that make 
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considerations of ‘modern’ or ‘old-fashioned’ completely immaterial, and it is to be 

hoped that in as short a time as possible this will be fully realized.
146

  

 

Bowen’s music and thoughts on music reveal an individual style that was honest and showed 

a composer of integrity.  

  

After World War I 

 Most of those who have written about Bowen seem to agree that his traditional 

romanticism and lack of any strong social statement in music played a part in the decline of 

his music’s popularity. Even though he contributed such a vast quantity of substantial 

repertoire for the piano, chamber, and symphonic mediums, his romantic style “was not in 

keeping with the mood of the times.”
147

 Francis Pott said Bowen “belonged to the twilight of 

a romantic tradition which prized tonal beauty and patrician elegance.”
148

 Bowen’s style did 

not win out in post-war Europe, but perhaps it is becoming attractive to listeners once again.  

 After World War I, during which Bowen had played the horn and viola in the Scots 

Guard band, he continued his active pianist-composer life, but a little more quietly than 

before. Bowen was devoted to his teaching of piano and work as an examiner for the 

Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music. While he continued to perform and 

compose, he lived in “uneventful domesticity” and in “faithful service to the RAM.”
149

  

 

Comparison of Style: Tertis & Bowen 

 There are several reasons why the collaboration between York Bowen and Lionel 

Tertis worked so well. As cited earlier, they were “exceptionally well matched” in their 
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personalities, as well as their level of virtuosity.
150

 Both musicians were brilliant musicians in 

their own right, and were known for their integrity and hard-working attitudes. In addition to 

these similarities, both musicians valued beauty of sound and tonality over the new sound of 

modernist schools of serialism and atonality, and both publically spoke out against the new 

styles. Finally, Bowen’s writing for the viola demonstrates his knowledge of the instrument’s 

capabilities and brings forth the viola’s distinct characteristics, which is exactly what Tertis 

was looking for in new music.  

 Bowen’s strong opinions about modern music reflected his “uncompromising 

adherence to his own ideals.”
 151

 A similar temperament can be found in Tertis’s interactions 

with modern works. In his autobiography, Tertis recalled a meeting with composer Percy 

Grainger at a train station. A tune suddenly came to Grainger while at the station, which 

became an unaccompanied viola solo for Tertis entitled, A Platform Humlet. Tertis wrote, 

“when I received the manuscript and played it through it sounded so devastatingly ugly that I 

never performed it either in private or public.”
152

 Tertis was fond of Grainger personally, but 

only performed his more melodic works such as his English folksong arrangement, Molly on 

the Shore.
153

  

 Another musician Tertis was not afraid to speak out against was violist-composer 

Paul Hindemith. Tertis did not agree with Hindemith’s approach to viola playing or his 

modernist compositional technique. As a performer, Hindemith’s tone was “cold and 

unpleasing” to Tertis and his viola was too small.
154

 Hindemith played quite differently than 

Tertis, using “practically no vibrato,” according to Tertis’s former student and composer 
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Rebecca Clarke.
155

 When the Berlin Philharmonic asked Tertis to perform a work by 

Hindemith in an upcoming concert, Tertis said he “perused” the score and found it “crammed 

with fiendishly difficult passage-work.”
156

 Tertis said, “It was not music to me, and I 

reluctantly had to refuse the offer.”
157

 Like Bowen, Tertis would not compromise his ideals 

concerning tonality or beauty of tone in music, and the music of Hindemith was no 

exception, even for the opportunity to perform with one of the top orchestras in Europe. 

 One of Tertis’s biggest regrets was turning down the premiere performance of 

William Walton’s Viola Concerto, which Tertis called a “rather disgraceful part” of his 

history.
158

 Tertis admitted to mistaking Walton’s work for being too modern and “far-

fetched,” and felt it would better suited to Hindemith, whom he recommended for the 

performance.
159

 According to Bernard Shore, Tertis received the full score, and without a 

piano reduction could not fully appreciate the power and beauty the work had to offer.
160

 

Tertis was present for the premiere at the Queen’s Hall and Rebecca Clarke, also present, 

reported seeing Tertis’s fingers twitch and jump every so often “because he felt Hindemith 

wasn’t doing justice to the work.”
161

 After realizing he had not fully understood Walton’s 

style, Tertis championed and performed the concerto on a regular basis.
 
“It took me time to 

realize what a tower of strength in the literature of the viola is this concerto,” Tertis said.
162

 

This episode further illustrates that Tertis, like Bowen, was steadfast in his attitude about 

modern music, and how Tertis was careful about endorsing only music that met his ideals for 

beauty of sound with the presence of tonality.  
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 The similarity in their beliefs about what modern music should be, as well as a 

preference for the timbre of the viola, is why Bowen’s music worked very well for Tertis. In 

addition to enjoying the distinct sound of the viola, which he considered to be “far superior in 

tone to the violin,” Bowen had gained a knowledge of the capabilities of the viola by playing 

the instrument himself.
163

 According to his former student Myers Foggin, “playing the viola 

gave Bowen the greatest joy.”
164

 Bowen told an interviewer in 1912, “With a few hints from 

Mr. Lionel Tertis I gained a practical knowledge of the viola, and I am a great believer in 

ability to play an instrument when writing for it.”
165

 While Bowen underplays his ability on 

the viola as a “practical knowledge,” Foggin remembered hearing Bowen play the Franck 

Sonata from the original violin part and it “seemed to present no difficulties to him.”
166

  

 Besides enjoyment in playing the viola, Bowen said, “there is added joy of knowing 

what kind of passages best suit the instrument.”
167

 While Bowen’s idiomatic writing is 

noticeable to violists performing his works, it was also apparent to listeners at the premiere of 

his Viola Concerto in 1908. The critic for the Morning Post wrote Bowen appeared to have a 

predilection for the viola, and reported how the viola was treated with “great effect and 

thorough knowledge.”
168

  

 Not only did Bowen have the facility and understanding of the viola from playing it 

himself, but learned a great deal by playing with Lionel Tertis. As stated earlier about their 

performance collaboration, the duo played all the common viola repertoire in recitals and on 
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tour. Bowen understood the capabilities of the viola and realized the best way to promote the 

best qualities of the instrument in his music for Tertis.  

 

Compositions for Tertis 

 At the beginning of the twentieth century, publishers were not interested in solo viola 

music and, according to Tertis, writing for the viola was “pure generosity.”
169

 Bowen was 

one of the first composers to write viola music for Tertis, who said the music of these 

pioneers was a beautiful and powerful influence in the advancement of the viola.
170

 The 

following chapters will explore the history and genesis of the three major works for viola and 

piano Bowen composed and performed with Tertis at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

These three works were chosen for their historical value as well as their exceptional balance 

of lyrical and virtuosic techniques, making each work a masterpiece of Bowen’s viola-piano 

output. These works demonstrate how Bowen was successful at blending his own style with 

Tertis’s signature viola techniques. Bowen’s three masterpieces for viola and piano are 

Sonata No. 1 in C Minor, op. 18, Sonata No. 2 in F Major, op. 22, and Phantasy in F Major, 

op. 54.  
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CHAPTER 3 

HISTORY OF THE THREE WORKS 

 Bowen’s masterworks written for Tertis between 1905 and 1918 span the earliest 

years of the duo’s collaboration. In addition to many short pieces and arrangements written 

for the duo’s performances, Bowen’s two sonatas and Phantasy are the most significant viola 

and piano works written as result of their fruitful collaboration. Bowen’s sonatas, each in 

three movements, are comparable in length, form, and mood to the two sonatas by Brahms, 

which were also part of the duo’s repertoire. Like Brahms’s sonatas (No. 1 in F Minor and 

No. 2 in E-flat Major), Bowen’s sonatas offer contrast of keys and moods. Sonata No. 1 in C 

Minor is mostly serious and romantic, with a dramatic finale. Sonata No. 2 in F Major 

showcases the virtuosity of the viola in its salon-style outer movements, in stark contrast to 

its deeply-felt second movement. While the fanciful title and fifteen minute length are 

somewhat misleading, Bowen’s Phantasy is comparable in scale to his two viola sonatas. 

Strictly following the guidelines of the competition for which it was written, Bowen creates a 

condensed quasi-sonata with three clearly defined sections of varying moods. In order to 

evaluate these three works, this chapter will cover their history including their genesis, 

premieres, and reception, as well as their endurance through publication and later 

performances.  

 

The Two Viola Sonatas 

 The first of Tertis’s efforts in his mission for the viola was a series of major London 

recitals beginning in 1905. At this point in his career, Tertis was solely dedicated to 
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establishing a good reputation, not for himself, but for the viola as a solo instrument. Bowen 

became Tertis’s primary collaborator shortly after their first performance together in 1904. 

Bowen’s reputation as an up-and-coming young composer and pianist no doubt helped Tertis 

gain attention for his efforts. During Tertis’s London series, the duo successfully 

demonstrated the potential of the viola with their fine performances of new works 

specifically designed to show off the capabilities of the viola. Among these new works 

premiered in the series were Bowen’s two viola sonatas, premiered in 1905 and 1906 at 

Aeolian Hall.  

 The premiere of Sonata No. 1 in 1905 received the attention it deserved with the 

following review from The Musical Times:  

 As solo instrument the viola is certainly the Cinderella of the string family, and there 

exists so little music written for it that exceptional interest was attached to the viola 

recital given by Mr. Lionel Tertis, on May 19 at Aeolian Hall, for he gave first 

performances of no fewer than six new compositions for viola and pianoforte. The 

most important of these was a sonata in C minor by Mr. York Bowen, who played the 

pianoforte part. This work is another testimony to the great talent of Mr. Bowen. It is 

in three movements which are based upon significant and well-contrasted themes 

developed in a rational and musicianly manner. The first movement is the strongest in 

point of construction, but the central number is graceful and expressive, while the 

Finale is delightfully gay and spirited. … Mr. Tertis showed not only great executive 

skill, but produced a variety of tone-colour which dissipated that sense of monotony 

not uncommonly felt when the viola is listened to for any extended period.
171

 

 

This review reflects the view of the viola at the time as the “Cinderella of the string family” 

and the prejudice for its sound as “monotonous,” but it also shows that Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 

was a success for the viola and the composer, as well as the performers.  

 Sonata No. 2 was officially premiered in the same series of London recitals at 

Aeolian Hall on February 26, 1906, after the duo’s performance of the work three weeks 
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earlier at the RAM. The critic at The Musical Times said the program at the premiere showed 

a “lively imagination, combined with melodic invention and excellent musicianship.”
172

  

 In October of 1907, the duo enjoyed a successful trip to Berlin where they continued 

to spread the influence of the viola with performances of English contemporary works 

including Bowen’s two viola sonatas. The performers and the sonatas received excellent 

reviews and reception by Berlin audiences.
173

 Watson cites that nine or ten papers wrote in 

glowing terms, including one saying, “The Sonata [No. 1] composed by Mr. Bowen was an 

uncommonly fresh and lively composition of touching beauty.”
174

  

 Bowen’s sonatas were especially popular in their time and helped to draw attention to 

the beauties and capabilities of the viola. For the entry on Bowen in the 1929 Cobbett’s 

Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music, Dunhill wrote that the sonatas were “amongst the 

most striking works ever composed for the instrument.”
175

 Tertis adored these works, calling 

the First Sonata a “vivacious and light-hearted work” and remembering how it “had a great 

reception from our German audience.”
176

  

 Tertis championed the sonatas and continued performing them with Bowen, as well 

as with other pianists. One notable performance of Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 was on February 

10, 1916, when Tertis and Arthur Rubinstein shared the platform at Aeolian Hall in their first 

public performance together. The reviewer at The Musical Times said, “Such fine artists 

presented these British works in the most favourable light.”
177

 Tertis performed Bowen’s 

Second Sonata with his friend Mark Hambourg during a wartime benefit series at Steinway 
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Hall on December 19, 1916, and included the finale of Sonata No. 1 in a performance with 

Bowen on July 7, 1917, at another recital to benefit prisoners of war.
178

  

 Tertis counted Bowen’s sonatas among his favorite works to perform and used the 

sonatas to continue his promotion of the viola outside of England. In 1922, Tertis included 

both sonatas in a list of suggested repertoire in a letter to the famous American patroness 

Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge for their possible inclusion on the program of her famous 

Berkshire Festival in Massachusetts the following year.
179

 Unfortunately for Bowen, 

Coolidge opted for Brahms’s Sonata No. 1 and Arnold Bax’s Sonata.
 180

 However, Tertis’s 

letter demonstrates which works he favored in the 1920s. A major performance of Bowen’s 

works outside of England that did take place included a performance of Bowen’s Sonata No. 

1 with the celebrated pianist-composer Alfredo Casella in Italy in 1933.
181

  

 The sonatas were published in 1907 (No. 1) and 1911 (No. 2) by Schott, making them 

available to other violists; Tertis also passed them on to his students at the Royal Academy. 

Eric Coates, Tertis’s former pupil and Principal of the Queen’s Hall Orchestra, remembered 

his experience as a student with Bowen’s First Sonata. Coates said “I used to curse the day 

which possessed him to write a Sonata in C minor for Viola and Pianoforte. I never could 

tackle the last movement of this and was afraid Tertis might put me down for a Fortnightly 

Concert with it.”
182

 Other violists who performed Bowen’s viola sonatas included Alfred 

Hobday in 1916,
183

 Watson Forbes at a 1931 student recital at the RAM,
184

 Herbert Downes 
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in Birmingham in 1943,
185

 and Maurice Loban, who broadcast one of the sonatas with 

Bowen at the piano in 1956 and 1958.
186

  

 

Phantasy 

 Bowen’s next major viola work for Tertis was his winning entry for the 1918 Cobbett 

Competition, Phantasy for Viola and Piano, op. 54. Chamber music enthusiast Walter 

Willson Cobbett initiated a series of commissions and competitions for a new genre of 

chamber music he called the “phantasy.” Wanting to “fill the niche” for shorter chamber 

works, Cobbett argued for a chamber genre that would be the equivalent of what the concert 

overture and symphonic poem were to the full-length symphony.
 187

 Additionally, Cobbett’s 

purpose of the genre and competitions was to institute a renaissance of the seventeenth-

century English fancy.
188

 Cobbett felt the phantasy was particularly suited to British 

composers and would contribute to a “modern and distinctively national genre.”
189

 

 Influenced by the fancy and fantasia, the main features defining the phantasy are its 

freedom of form and its being in one movement. However, Cobbett further defined the genre 

with his guidelines for the competitions and commissions. The announcement for the first 

Cobbett Competition of 1906 called for a phantasy no longer than twelve minutes, with equal 

importance of the parts, and stipulated that although the work was to be performed without 

break, it could “consist of different sections varying in tempi and rhythms.”
190

 Although the 

work could be free in form, many of the compositions submitted were in sonata form with a 
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slow movement replacing its development section.
191

 Striving to promote the genre further 

and explore its possibilities, in 1910 Cobbett commissioned twelve composers to write 

phantasies with each using a different combination of instruments.  

 Cobbett’s efforts for the phantasy genre proved successful with the great number of 

new works resulting from six competitions held between 1906 and 1920, as well as the 

twelve commissioned phantasies from 1910. Although the competition transferred to the 

Royal College of Music in 1923, Cobbett’s early efforts sparked a “phantasy mania” and 

inspired many works fitting Cobbett’s guidelines outside of the competitions until around 

1950.
192

 Some of these works include those by Ralph Vaughan Williams, Arnold Bax, 

Benjamin Britten, Gustav Holst, Frank Bridge, Benjamin Dale, and five phantasies by York 

Bowen: Fantasie for Four Violas,
193

 Phantasy-Trio,
194

 Phantasy for Violin and Piano,
195

 

Phantasy Quintet for Bass Clarinet and String Quartet, and Phantasy for Viola and Piano. 

 In 1918, Cobbett announced the phantasy competition would be for a viola and piano 

composition, a combination suggested to him by Lionel Tertis.
196

 Cobbett also mentioned 

with the announcement that he thought his phantasy genre was “particularly suited to the 

viola.”
197

 In October 1918, the prize went to York Bowen for Phantasy, op. 54, which he 

completed in May of that year. Bowen’s Phantasy was given a “delightful” first performance 

at Wigmore Hall in London on December 6, 1918 by Tertis and Samuel Liddle, who filled in 
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for an indisposed Bowen.
198

 Although they were still performing other works together 

through the 1920s, there is no evidence of Bowen and Tertis performing Phantasy. 

 Bowen’s belief in musical structure and form can be seen in Phantasy, which also fits 

the specifications of the genre according to Cobbett. Bowen squeezes a wide variety of 

tempos, moods, and tonalities into three distinct sections in less than fifteen minutes.
199

 Each 

section is ingeniously bound to the others in a fast-slow-fast pattern like the movements of a 

sonata, and Bowen’s highly expressive themes flow easily from one to another. The work is 

framed by a simple melody introduced in the low register of the viola without piano, which 

makes a glorious return in the conclusion of the work.  

 Owing to the fact that Phantasy was not published in Bowen’s lifetime, there is little 

evidence of its performance after its premiere. John White notes two performances of the 

work in the1950s with Bowen at the piano. Tertis’s student Winifred Copperwheat 

performed the work on March 16, 1954 at a RAM Club Recital, and Maurice Loban, 

dedicatee of Bowen’s Rhapsody for Viola and Piano,
200

 gave two broadcasts with Bowen in 

1956 and 1958.
 201

 Phantasy was published in 1997 by Josef Weinberger in a critical edition 

by John White.  
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CHAPTER 4 

STYLISTIC EVIDENCE IN THE THREE WORKS 

 Lionel Tertis introduced a new way of playing the viola that highlighted its distinct 

qualities and made its status as a solo instrument comparable to that of the violin and cello. 

York Bowen was inspired by Tertis’s sound and techniques and incorporated these into his 

viola works. This chapter will describe how Bowen captured Tertis’s style and highlighted 

the distinct qualities of the viola in these three works. As discussed in chapter 1, Tertis’s 

signature sound and techniques included contralto melodies primarily on the C string, the use 

of fingerings in high positions on low strings in order create tonal variety (sul G and sul C), 

extended passages in the high register of the viola, continuous and varied vibrato, and 

portamento. Virtuosic features such as brilliant passage work, double stops, chords, pizzicato, 

and harmonics also offer evidence of Tertis’s influence in these works.  

 The editions used for this analysis include fingerings by Tertis in Sonata No. 2, and 

by Bowen in Phantasy.
202

 Sonata No. 1 has no fingerings except for a few indications of sul 

G or sul C. These fingerings offer further evidence of Tertis’s performance style and how he 

would have sounded. The following analysis, based on indications found mostly in the viola 

part, will explore how each of Tertis’s techniques has been incorporated by Bowen into his 

three masterpieces for viola and piano. 

 

Contralto Passages 

 Tertis was obsessed with quality of sound in order to promote the viola in the best 

possible light. As discussed in chapter 1, Tertis developed his sound and even helped to 
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design an instrument to promote his ideal for viola timbre, which Primrose described as 

“contralto.” Bowen responded to this preference by writing several passages in these three 

works in the low register of the viola, accentuating the difference of the viola’s timbre from 

the other members of the string family.  

 Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 has many examples of low-register passages in a variety of 

styles such as imitating vocal styles of lyricism, melodic turns, and recitative. One example 

of Bowen’s lyrical contralto melodies can be found in the first movement of Sonata No. 1 at 

Rehearsal C (Example 4.1). This melody marked molto espressivo, lies in the low register of 

the instrument on the C and G strings, and displays the dark quality of the viola that 

represented Tertis’s ideal sound.  

 
Example 4.1: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 31-38 (viola part). 

 

 Tertis’s contralto timbre can also be found in Example 4.2 from the second movement 

of Sonata No. 1. In this passage of melodic dialogue between the instruments, the viola 

answers the piano in measure 54 using a highly expressive and voice-like melodic turn in the 

contralto register. 

Example 4.2: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 47-54. 
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 Also in Sonata No. 1, Bowen changes mood just after Rehearsal F in the second 

movement with a passage marked con fuoco which lies mostly on the C string (Example 4.3). 

The sharp rhythms and fiery character of the passage, which becomes a passionate C-string 

melody, show Bowen’s ability to use the contralto range of the viola for both dramatic and 

lyrical melody types.  

Example 4.3: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 101-110 (viola part). 

 

 Bowen continues to highlight Tertis’s signature tone quality of the low register in the 

final movement of Sonata No. 1. Bowen allows the violist to indulge in the contralto quality 

of the phrase in measures 133 to 135 by indicating a slower, largamente tempo (Example 

4.4). Bowen also emphasizes the rich quality of this largamente passage by contrasting it 

with a lyrical passage in the high register both before and after.  

 

Example 4.4: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 122-144 (viola part). 
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 Bowen writes one final melodramatic section in Sonata No. 1 for the viola alone 

marked quasi recitative (ad libitum), fortississimo (fff), and molto appassionato (Example 

4.5). In this passage Bowen offers the performer the opportunity to take advantage of the 

power of the viola’s lowest string. Tertis would have varied the vibrato, bow speed, and 

pacing in the passage to create the drama and freedom Bowen indicates. Bowen’s dynamic 

indications and articulations, especially at the end of each statement (measures 330 and 333) 

seem to suggest using fingerings that stay on the C string for dramatic effect, tension, and a 

darker color.  

Example 4.5: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 316-346 (viola part). 

 

 Bowen’s Sonata No. 2 in F Major lies primarily in the upper register, especially in its 

outer movements. The high range of these movements creates greater contrast to the dark 

mood of the second movement, which begins in the depths of the viola’s register. Example 

4.6 shows the opening of the sonata’s melancholy second movement, marked Grave. The 

movement would provide the perfect material to show off the bass quality of Tertis’s very 

large Montagnana viola. 
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Example 4.6: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. II, mm. 1-10 (viola part). 

 

  

 Bowen also includes a variety of lyrical and rhythmic melodies in the low range in 

Phantasy. The work opens with the viola alone in its lowest range, introducing the distinct 

viola timbre as well as the main theme that returns throughout the piece (Example 4.7).  

 

Example 4.7: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 1-8 (viola part). 

 

 In addition to his many lyrical melodies in the low register, Bowen also writes several 

contralto and bass quality melodies with a rhythmic or pesante character. Example 4.8 shows 

one of these heavy yet dance-like phrases, which adds a bass timbre with the melody marked 

forte, marcato.  

Example 4.8: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 313-316 (viola part).  

 In both sonatas and Phantasy, Bowen provided a variety of lyrical and rhythmic 

melodies to help Tertis promote the distinct beauty of the viola’s lowest register. These 

passages also serve as evidence of Tertis’s influence on these three works.  
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Fingerings: Color Change with Sul G & Sul C 

 Tertis’s beautiful tone was one of his most distinguished characteristics as a viola 

virtuoso. In order to create variety in his tone, Tertis chose fingerings with priority for beauty 

of sound over the mechanics of getting from one place to another. One of Tertis’s strategies 

was to climb up the fingerboard on all the strings, especially the lowest two, G and C. Going 

up the two lowest strings creates a muted and distinct viola tone, which is especially effective 

when used on the repeat of a phrase or motive. Another reason to play a passage up on the G 

and C strings is to add tension to the sound for an intense mood or character.  

 Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 offered ample opportunities for Tertis to play in high positions 

on low strings. While there are not many fingerings in this sonata, the term “sul G” is 

indicated a few times in the viola part. The first of these indications occurs just before 

Rehearsal C of the first movement (Example 4.9). In this passage Bowen repeats a dotted 

motive four times as a transition into the theme at Rehearsal C. While the first three 

statements of the motive would most likely be played on the D string, “sul G” is indicated in 

the viola part for the final repeat of the motive. This timbral change helps shift the mood to 

match the color change of the harmony in this final statement of the motive.  

 

Example 4.9: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 28-32 (with added “sul G” indication 

from viola part).  

 

[sul G] 
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 Another example of using the next lowest string for a change of color on repeated 

material occurs near the end of the second movement (Example 4.10). The main theme of the 

movement returns in measure 196, which is marked with a piano dynamic. Immediately 

following this two-measure segment, is a repeat of the material marked pianissimo. While 

there is no fingering indication as there was in the first movement, the change in harmony as 

well as the dynamic indications suggest “sul C” for a color change on the second statement at 

measure 198.  

 

Example 4.10: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm.188-205 (viola part). 

 

 The published edition of Sonata No. 2 is more heavily edited by Tertis than the other 

works and includes many of his fingerings and bowings. Tertis used a notation system in this 

sonata to indicate both the fingering and its applicable string. Instead of terms such as “sul 

G” or III indicating the G string, Tertis uses a set of lines for each string. Example 4.11 

shows the key Tertis included on the first page of the viola part for Bowen’s Sonata No. 2.  

 
Example 4.11: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2 (viola part). 
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 A passage from the second movement of Sonata No. 2 offers an example of Tertis’s 

use of high positions on low strings to add intensity to Bowen’s melody (Example 4.12). 

Tertis indicates both sul G as well as three lines with several of his fingerings in this passage 

marked agitato e crescendo. Tertis’s fingering requires climbing up the G string to the 

climax of the phrase on C-sharp in ninth position. This extreme fingering would necessitate 

perfect intonation and clear articulation with the bow control to make every note speak in 

such a muted part of the viola. The high tension of the shortened string in addition to its 

muted quality creates a concentrated and intense timbre reflecting the agitated mood of the 

passage. 

 

Example 4.12: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. II, mm. 77-92 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen includes several melodies in Phantasy that have the potential to show a 

variety of timbres by using high positions on low strings. One technique is to shift up for the 

repeat of a phrase, another is to remain in the high position for an extended period to add 

tension to the phrase. In the middle section of Phantasy, which is muted, Bowen indicates sul 

G as the melody rises to retain its repressed and poco espressivo character (Example 4.13). 

The combination of the mute, the muffled timbre and high tension of the shortened string, as 

well as the rhythmic tension between the viola and piano (2/4 versus 6/8) creates drive and 

contrast as the line develops into a soaring lyrical passage marked molto espressivo.  
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Example 4.13: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 247-250 (viola part, con sordino from m. 231). 

 

 Tertis’s very specific fingerings found in Sonata No. 2 are quite revealing in showing 

how the great violist used the upper regions of the lowest two strings to add variety of color 

and dramatic effect to Bowen’s piece. While Sonata No. 1 and Phantasy include more 

judicious editorial markings, Tertis’s ideas about fingering can be easily applied to create the 

similar romantic aesthetic found in Bowen’s works.  

 

Fingerings: High Register 

 One of Tertis’s techniques that had a great impact on viola technique was his 

expansion of the range of the viola to nearly an octave above the then accepted limit. Bowen 

shows this impact in his two sonatas and Phantasy by writing both lyrical and virtuosic 

passages in the high register. Bowen helped Tertis to promote the best qualities of the viola 

by writing passages to show the singing quality of the viola in the upper register, quick 

ascending and descending virtuosic passages, and extended periods at the top of the 

fingerboard. 

 In the first movement of Sonata No. 1, Bowen demonstrates the excitement of using 

the upper register in several “dashes” up the fingerboard between Rehearsal E and Rehearsal 

F (Example 4.14). Bowen has the viola player racing to the top in several sixteenth-note runs 

before his indicated accelerando descent from the highest C of the passage to the lowest C of 

the viola. 

[con sordino] 
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Example 4.14: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 60-70 (viola part). 

 

  In the middle section of the second movement of Sonata No. 1, Bowen shows how 

the viola can sing in the upper register (Example 4.15). Bowen requests more than one color 

in the upper register of this passage, writing indications for pianissimo at the beginning of the 

section, which develops with crescendo e appassionato to the end of the phrase at Rehearsal 

D.  

 

Example 4.15: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 56-76 (viola part). 
 

 Bowen uses the high register of the viola with a combination of virtuosity and 

lyricism in the passage between Rehearsal O and Rehearsal P in the final movement of 

Sonata No. 1. The end of this passage is extremely difficult due to the length of time in the 

upper register and the chromatic writing (Example 4.16). The passage dwells in fifth position 

(with extensions) for seven measures then requires a shift up to ninth position (first finger on 
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C-sharp) for two measures while crossing to the D string, and concludes with one final shift 

to tenth position and an extension to the high F. Bowen makes a very dramatic statement by 

using the highest range of the viola for the furioso climax of the third movement.  

 

Example 4.16: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. (viola part). 
 

 The majority of Sonata No. 2 lies in the upper register of the viola, attested by the 

large number of treble clefs along the left margin of the first page of the viola part. Bowen’s 

first movement’s opening theme relies on the soprano register for its breezy, flowing 

character (Example 4.17).  

Example 4.17: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. I, mm. 1-10 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen also uses the high register for virtuosic purposes with both extended high 

passages as well as quick ascents to the top of the fingerboard. Example 4.18 includes a 

virtuosic and exciting climb to the highest note in the work, followed by an accelerated 

descent to a low D-sharp in measure 131 of the first movement of Sonata No. 2.  
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Example 4.18: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. I, mm. 125-131 (viola part). 

 

 Similar to the extended passage in the high register in Sonata No. 1 (see Example 

4.16), Bowen writes a lengthy passage in the upper range of the viola in the third movement 

of Sonata No. 2 (Example 4.19). Bowen begins with large leaps followed by several 

measures of notes far above the staff in leger lines. It is interesting to note that Tertis does 

not offer as many fingerings in this extremely difficult passage as he does throughout the rest 

of the piece.  

 
Example 4.19: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 179-199 (viola part). 

 

 In Phantasy, Bowen writes many beautiful, soaring melodies in the upper register 

without going quite as high or for as long as in the two sonatas. One example of a soaring 
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melody in the first section of the work includes several expressive, vocal leaps (Example 

4.20).  

 
Example 4.20: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 101-104 (viola part).  

 

 In addition to numerous lyrical melodies in the high register found in Phantasy, 

Bowen includes many rapid ascending passages as well. The best example of a virtuosic run 

up and down the fingerboard in a very short period occurs in the finale section of the work 

(Example 4.21). In measure 380, the viola begins its rapid ascent to the highest note in the 

piece before quickly descending to the lowest note of the instrument in only two measures. 

Because of the extreme difficulty of this passage, Bowen offers an “ossia” for measures 380 

and 381, which reaches only D-flat instead of G. In his preface to the edition, John White 

explains the optional passage was written in the viola part by Bowen as an “easier, optional 

version.”
203

  

Example 4.21: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 380-383 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen’s melodies showed that the viola could sing in the highest register of the 

instrument. He also provided virtuosic viola writing both racing up the fingerboard and with 
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1997), iv. 
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extended passages in the upper positions. In both sonatas and Phantasy, Bowen wrote music 

for Tertis proving that the viola was playable in the upper range and could make a pleasant 

and even beautiful sound.  

 

Vibrato 

 Bowen’s many lyrical melodies in all three works offer ample opportunity for the 

variety of sound and expression with vibrato that Tertis advocated. Bowen’s viola works 

cater to the use of continuous vibrato by using exact indications such as molto vibrato, as 

well as many expressive terms to accompany his lyrical writing. Bowen favors the words 

espressivo, molto espressivo, dolce, dolcissimo, and appassionato to imply the use of vibrato 

for expression, and in Sonata No. 1 uses the terms over ten times in the first movement alone.  

 The opening of the second movement of Sonata No. 1 demonstrates one of these 

expressive melodies written especially for Tertis’s “golden tone” (Example 4.22). The lyrical 

melody, marked molto espressivo and cantabile, lies within the middle register. The use of 

Tertis’s concept of continuous vibrato would create a warm color by enhancing the viola’s 

projection and creating a lovely legato line. 

Example 4.22: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 1-17 (viola part).  

 

 In the second movement of Sonata No. 1, Bowen indicates the use of vibrato in a 

lengthy passage of sixths beginning at Rehearsal F (Example 4.23). In this excerpt, Tertis 
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would have used vibrato to help project even and beautiful tone in double stops, as well as 

create an intensity of sound important to the character of the passage. In the third movement 

of this sonata at Rehearsal P, Bowen indicates molto vibrato in order to sustain the drama of 

the triple forte dynamic and to match the power of the piano line (see Example 4.16). 

Example 4.23: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 94-100 (viola part). 

 

 Bowen’s breezy melody of Sonata No. 2 (see Example 4.17) necessitates the use of 

continuous vibrato in order to propel the phrase, and keeping it alive perhaps with a faster, 

narrow width of motion in the hand. The opening of the second movement would perhaps 

call for a slower, wider vibrato due to the depth of its contralto timbre and its grave character 

(see Example 4.6).  

  An example from the final movement of Sonata No. 2 offers further evidence for 

Tertis’s advocacy for use of vibrato on every note, in this case, even artificial harmonics 

(Example 4.24). In measure 222, the indication for vibrato appears only in the viola part, 

signifying that perhaps the marking was made by Tertis since it is not in Bowen’s score. The 

addition of vibrato to the artificial harmonics in this measure creates variety to the sound, as 

Tertis advised, and the strange sound enhances the comical character of the movement.  

Example 4.24: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 216-222 (viola part). 
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 Bowen’s Phantasy has fewer editorial markings than the sonatas and does not contain 

any specific indications for vibrato by either Bowen or Tertis. However, Bowen’s countless 

expressive markings and lyrical melodies once again beg for the use of continuous vibrato to 

sing legato lines and for expression of tone. There are also several places with virtuosic 

double stops and fiery, low register melodies that require an active left hand in order to 

project the sound of the viola, as well as the intensity of the character. 

 Bowen’s highly expressive writing in these three works gave Tertis premium material 

for showing off his “golden tone.” Whether notated molto vibrato or implied with expressive 

markings, vibrato is a key element to Bowen’s style in all three works.  

 

Portamento 

 Similar to the purpose of vibrato, Tertis believed portamento should be used to 

enhance the expression of the music in the most natural manner.
204

 Tertis would link the two 

notes of a large interval with an almost indiscernible slide, usually at the peak of a phrase, in 

order to heighten the expression of the interval. Another effective use of the technique Tertis 

used was a downward portamento, making a graceful fall to close a phrase. Bowen’s lyrical 

writing in the two sonatas and Phantasy illustrate they were conceived with the vocal 

inflection of portamento in mind. In some cases, Bowen specifically indicates portamenti 

with a line between the notes and in others portamento is implied by the vocal lyricism of the 

phrase.  

 One instance of an expressive “fall” to the cadence can be found in the first 

movement of Bowen’s Sonata No. 1 just before Rehearsal C (see Example 4.9). In this 

excerpt, Bowen indicates sul G for the last statement of the motive for a change of color as 
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well as the implied portamento down to the cadential note B-flat in measure 31. Another 

instance of this type of cadential fall occurs one measure before Rehearsal D and again one 

measure before Rehearsal O, where Bowen specifically indicates a portamento between the 

last two notes of the phrase (Example 4.25).  

 
Example 4.25: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 192-195 (viola part). 

 

 Bowen closes the first movement of this sonata with the indication for a large 

portamento down the interval of a tenth. Such a large portamento requires playing in a high 

position on the D string, which creates a special timbre (Example 4.26).  

Example 4.26: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 214-222 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen’s lyrical writing and use of the terms espressivo or appassionato may imply 

use of portamento to emphasize the vocal quality of these romantic melodies. One place 

where this interpretation could be made is in the last movement of Sonata No. 1 after 

Rehearsal E (Example 4.27). In this passage marked appassionato, Tertis very likely would 

have used portamento to emphasize the peaks of the two arches of the melody by sliding up 

to the B in measure 105 and the E in measure 107.  

Example 4.27: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 100-107 (viola part). 
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 The final dramatic section of Sonata No. 1, marked quasi recitative, contains several 

elements that imply the use of portamento at the end of each statement (see Example 4.5). In 

measure 330, Bowen indicates a short crescendo to forte between the leap from F-sharp to E. 

The two notes are slurred together, implying they are to be played on the same string (the C 

string), and Bowen marks the last note short with a staccato dot and an eighth rest. These 

indications, as well as the fact that the majority of the passage is already on the C string, 

imply portamento up to the last note for dramatic effect. 

 Bowen’s writing again implies use of portamento in Sonata No. 2 with examples of 

both cadential falls and lyrical sweeps up. The flowing melody that opens the sonata implies 

subtle portamento with its semplice marking and its expressive interval of the falling fifth. 

Tertis’s fingerings in the part reveal his ideas for gliding up and down between these notes 

(see Example 4.17). Tertis’s edition of Sonata No. 2, with very specific string choices and 

fingerings notated, implies several expressive falls. Example 4.28 from the second movement 

of Sonata No. 2 illustrates a downward portamento on the C string which helps transition into 

a new section at Rehearsal G.  

 
Example 4.28: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. II, mm. 93-95 (viola part). 

 

 The finale of Sonata No. 2 opens with upward leaping melody with a motive which 

calls for either quick string crossing or a slide up to a harmonic, as Tertis’s fingerings 

illustrate (Example 4.29).  
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Example 4.29: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 1-2 (viola part). 

 

 Within the same opening giocoso theme of the third movement, Bowen takes the 

leaping motive to the extreme, highlighting Tertis’s use of portamento with the probability 

that he would do so to each harmonics near the top of the fingerboard (Example 4.30). The 

light character of this movement of Sonata No. 2 is heightened by the addition of portamento, 

creating a whimsical and comedic effect to its melodies. 

 
Example 4.30: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 21-24 (viola part). 

 

 Bowen’s Phantasy includes many of the same melodic formulas found in the two 

sonatas that imply the use of portamento up in passionate vocal phrases as well as graceful 

falls at cadence points. The best example demonstrating the use of expressive portamento in 

Phantasy can be found in the first section of the work. The soaring melody found between 

measures 94 to 105 contains many large, expressive leaps and its appassionato marking 

implies portamento to the top of each arch in the phrase. Example 4.31 shows the largest 

interval of the passage at measure 97. The joining of the two notes with portamento is 

implied by the leap the interval of an eleventh, their connection by a slur, and the dynamic 

indication for a short crescendo to fortissimo marked only for these two notes.  
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Example 4.31: York Bowen, Phantasy, m. 97 (viola part with added portamento). 

 

 There is one notated instance of portamento in Phantasy which occurs at the end of 

the first “movement.” Example 4.32 illustrates the free passage marked a piacere which 

concludes with a large, two-octave fall to end the section. Bowen’s marking for portamento 

at this cadence is comparable to the similar marking at the end of the first movement of 

Sonata No. 1 (see Example 4.26). 

 
Example 4.32: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 214-217 (viola part). 

 

 Portamento was a signature part of Tertis’s sound and Bowen’s romantic aesthetic 

meant countless lyrical melodies written with this sound in mind. Bowen’s vocal melodies in 

his three works provided ample opportunities for Tertis to exhibit the potential for the viola 

to sing.  

 

Virtuosity 

 Further evidence demonstrating how Bowen captured Tertis’s style of playing can be 

found in the many virtuosic passages of these three viola works. Brilliant passagework, 

double stops, pizzicato, artificial harmonics, and other moments of virtuosic writing for the 

viola had not been written like this before. Bowen was fortunate to be writing for a great 
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virtuoso performer and had no limits in his writing for the viola. Because of his knowledge of 

the instrument and his collaboration with Tertis, Bowen was able to write a type of virtuosity 

for the viola that was idiomatic, yet challenging and brilliant. Bowen’s style of composition 

is never “empty” or mechanical virtuosity, but full of developed ideas with brilliant writing 

showing the capabilities of the instrument he is writing for in the best possible light.
205

  

 There are many passages in Sonata No. 1 that demonstrate the virtuosic techniques 

that work very well for the viola specifically. One example of this more “wholesome” 

virtuosity can be found in the opening of the first movement (Example 4.33). The breathless 

and deeply felt melody requires a high level of bow control for its many rapid changes of 

articulations and rhythms, as well as excellent left hand technique. The quick figurations and 

arpeggios, especially in measures 5, 13, and 19, demonstrate brilliant writing that work very 

well for the viola. Bowen’s idiomatic figurations require minimal shifting, natural shifting 

patterns, and use of second and fourth positions. 

Example 4.33: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 1-23 (viola part with my fingerings). 
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 Bowen uses four-note chords near the end of the development section in the first 

movement of Sonata No. 1 in order to draw a powerful sound from the viola (Example 4.34). 

These massive chords are well written for the viola because the lower two notes are open 

strings, adding extra resonance to create the triple forte Bowen indicates. Pulling the bow 

across all four strings is somewhat difficult, but the two open strings, courtesy of the key of 

C minor, allows for easier movement of the left hand on the upper two strings. The passage 

sounds brilliant to the listener, yet it is extremely idiomatic for the player. 

Example 4.34: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. I, mm. 133-141 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen uses two expressive passages in sixths in the second movement of Sonata No. 

1 (Example 4.35), anticipating Walton’s fondness for sixths in his Viola Concerto. The first 

passage lies in the upper register and ends with quasi-counterpoint in measure 92, and the 

second passage is five measures of double stops on the lower two strings beginning at 

Rehearsal F.  

Example 4.35: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. II, mm. 89-100 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen begins the final movement of Sonata No. 1 with a bold statement for the 

promotion of the viola as a virtuosic instrument (Example 4.36). The fast scale across all four 
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strings and up the fingerboard sets the mood for the rest of this exciting and virtuosic 

movement. While there are many passages similar to this opening with running eighth notes, 

there are several other notable examples of double stops, string crossing, pizzicato, acrobatic 

bow technique, and fast spiccato bowing in the final measures.  

Example 4.36: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 1-5 (viola part). 

 

 At Rehearsal A (Example 4.37), Bowen calls for forte pizzicato chords followed by a 

quick switch back to arco with running eighth notes. Similar to Example 4.33, these chords 

are very idiomatic to the left hand due to the open strings, yet execution in a Presto tempo 

sounds virtuosic and brilliant on the viola. 

Example 4.37: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 24-29 (viola part).  

 

 Rehearsal C in the finale of Sonata No. 1 demonstrates virtuosic bow technique with 

double stops leaping between both the lower and upper strings (Example 4.38). While these 

chords fit easily in the left hand, the violist must have excellent bow control to execute the 

large string crossings with precision. 
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Example 4.38: York Bowen, Sonata No. 1, mvt. III, mm. 59-71 (viola part). 

 

 The primary virtuosic technique found in Sonata No. 2 mostly consists of use of the 

high register as well as the fleeting sixteenth notes of the final movement; however, Bowen 

also includes virtuosic passages of double stops, pizzicato, and artificial harmonics. In the 

first movement, Bowen specifically indicates a virtuosic sound with the term brillante just 

after Rehearsal D (Example 4.39). This example shows the first in a sequence of arpeggio 

passages spanning all four strings.  

Example 4.39: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. I, mm. 105-110 (viola part).  

 

 Example 4.40 from the first movement of Sonata No. 2 illustrates Bowen’s use of 

consecutive sixths for an extended period. Similar to the sixths found in the second 

movement of Sonata No. 1 (see Example 4.35), the passage is extremely difficult, requiring 

excellent left hand dexterity for perfect intonation and bow control for even tone on both 

strings.  
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Example 4.40: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. I, mm. 191-218 (viola part). 

 

 In addition to its brilliant sounding leaping motive, the final movement of Sonata No. 

2 also exhibits several other types of virtuosity. Beginning in measure 33 (Example 4.41), 

Bowen writes a series of four-note chords which are slightly more difficult than the previous 

examples of four-note chords (see Examples 4.34, 4.37, and 4.38). With only one open string 

in most of this passage’s chords, left hand dexterity and accuracy are put to a greater test. 

The chromatic progression of the series of chords allows for the same fingering to be used 

with only slight finger movements, and the more open hand position required (with the 

fingering from the bottom 0, 1, 2, 3) also makes it idiomatic for the viola.  

Example 4.41: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 31-36 (viola part).  

 

 In contrast to Example 4.41, the hand position required for the chords at Rehearsal K 

(Example 4.42) is comparatively difficult because of the awkward overlapping of fingers: 4, 

3, 2, 1 from the bottom. The passage sounds virtuosic because of the quickly strummed 

eighth notes with the exciting crescendo from piano to forte in only two measures. 
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Example 4.42: York Bowen, Sonata No. 2, mvt. III, mm. 234-243 (viola part).  

 

 Bowen’s Sonata No. 2 uses both natural and artificial harmonics in several places 

giving it the light and virtuosic character of Kreisler’s salon music for violin. Tertis suggests 

playing the first note of the sonata with a natural harmonic A, which helps to create the light, 

breezy melody from the opening (see Example 4.17). Using a harmonic A at the beginning 

seems fitting since Bowen closes the movement with an artificial harmonic F, ending the 

movement in a light and quiet manner to contrast the dark movement that follows. In the last 

movement, Tertis once again prescribes using harmonics for the upper notes of the leaping 

melody (see Examples 4.29 and 4.41). An instance of more ambitious writing of artificial 

harmonics occurs in measures 221 to 222 (see Example 4.24). This one is more difficult 

because it is a series of three consecutive artificial harmonics (G-A-G), and virtuosic because 

it is the last, surprisingly high statement of the motive when it seems as if the viola had run 

out of range with the first three statements beginning in measure 217. Perhaps the general 

high register and “salon” style melodies of Sonata No. 2 are the reasons there are so many 

instances of harmonics in the work, while Sonata No. 1 and Phantasy have very few 

occurrences of harmonics. 

 Bowen’s Phantasy offers a nice balance of lyrical melodies and brilliant 

passagework. The passage beginning at measure 58 demonstrates one of these instances of 

virtuosic passagework (Example 4.43). In only three measures, Bowen has the violist 
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crossing all four strings fluidly, and ends the passage by going up the fingerboard into 

seventh position.  

Example 4.43: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 58-61 (viola part). 

 

 One of the most difficult and virtuosic passages of Phantasy occurs in part of first 

section marked Risoluto (Example 4.44). The ten measure-long passage includes many flashy 

arpeggio figures, as well as consecutive thirds and sixths in double stops reaching the height 

of seventh position in measure 133. The alternation of the arpeggio figures with thirds and 

sixths in fifth and seventh position sound extremely brilliant, but are dangerous territory for 

intonation and tone production.  

 
Example 4.44: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 132-134 (viola part).  

 

 At the opening of the final section of Phantasy, Bowen writes several pizzicato 

chords to add excitement to the section marked Allegro vivo (Example 4.45). While the entire 

last section of Phantasy is quite virtuosic with its fast tempo, double notes, passagework, and 

high register, this passage features a series of difficult double stops in fast-paced pizzicato. 

This passage requires quick left finger changes and shifts, and right hand must also be quick 

and accurate in order for the notes to sound above the piano. The jazzy rhythm and last high 

chord in fifth position is brilliant writing to open to the final “movement” of the work. 
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Example 4.45: York Bowen, Phantasy, mm. 289-291 (viola part, pizzicato from m. 287).  

 

 Bowen’s daring writing in these passages is evidence that he was limitless in writing 

for a virtuoso like Tertis. The collaboration of the two musicians in these works is evident 

with these techniques that showed the world that the viola could be played like a violin and 

make a beautiful sound.  

  

[pizz.] 
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Conclusion 

 

 The collaboration between Lionel Tertis and York Bowen helped the public, and most 

importantly, composers to see the capabilities of the viola from a new angle. The 

collaboration not only produced a wealth of new challenging and aesthetically pleasing 

works for the viola, but raised the standard of viola virtuosity and helped win the viola 

acceptance as a solo instrument. This new attitude was important for future composers and 

changed the way they write for the instrument in solo, chamber, and orchestral works.  

 Fortunately for violists today, the Tertis-Bowen collaboration yielded three 

masterworks for viola and piano. The chief characteristic required of a masterwork is the 

balance of its musical substance or artistic value with the technical effort required. Close 

examination of the work’s musical, historical, and stylistic value is necessary in order to 

determine if a work is worthy of being performed many times and entered into the common 

repertoire. Bowen’s Sonata No. 1, Sonata No. 2, and Phantasy each offer this balance of 

artistry and technical brilliance as seen by the evidence presented in the previous four 

chapters.  

 Bowen’s viola sonatas offer today’s violist two “new” works, each of which would 

easily fill half of a recital program with their nearly thirty minute length. Sonata No. 1 in C 

Minor offers dramatic and lyrical themes, and showcases both the high and low registers of 

the viola. The deceptively “light” Sonata No. 2 is actually quite substantial, filled with 

virtuosity in its extreme use of the high register, as well as its fast rhythms and leaps of the 

finale.  

 In addition to their virtuosic content, the romantic influence found in Bowen’s 

sonatas adds variety to the more commonly performed works found in the English repertoire. 
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A program including the Clarke and Bax Sonatas alongside one of the Bowen Sonatas would 

showcase the individuality of these three English composers each influenced by Tertis.  

 Bowen’s lyrical themes and romantic aesthetic places these sonatas on the 

international level among the Brahms Sonatas, Schubert’s “Arpeggione” Sonata, 

Mendelssohn’s Sonata, and Schumann’s Märchenbilder from the nineteenth century viola-

piano repertoire. With their virtuosity, idiomatic to the viola, Bowen’s sonatas offer 

something these works do not: original viola-piano works written with the musical resources 

of the nineteenth century, yet combined with the revolutionary techniques from the twentieth.  

 Bowen’s Phantasy is perhaps the finest example of the composer’s virtuosic and 

artistic statement in his viola-piano output. Written twelve years after the two sonatas, 

Phantasy constitutes the perfect balance of virtuosity and lyrical themes. It seems as if 

Bowen learned from these works, taking the best elements from the sonatas (and perhaps the 

concerto), confining them within the guidelines of the competition and genre of the phantasy, 

and creating a concentrated version of a sonata. Phantasy’s shorter length creates the 

necessity for concise melodic ideas which develop only as far as the next idea, rather than 

meandering as they do in his longer genres. The work offers little repose from virtuosic 

technique making it an exciting portion of a shared recital or as a finale to a solo recital.  

 The music of York Bowen is deservingly making a comeback, especially in the viola 

world. Almost all of Bowen’s music for viola is currently in print, including the large genres, 

short pieces, as well as chamber music.
206

 The majority of these publications are critical 

editions by John White, who also influenced the recent interest in works related to Bowen 

and Tertis through his authoritative scholarship in these editions, in several essays and 

lectures, and especially in his definitive biography of Lionel Tertis. 
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 See Appendix for a list of Bowen’s published viola works. 
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 The resurgence of Bowen’s viola music has also been motivated by seven recordings 

made in the last few years. Violist Lawrence Power has made the largest contribution to the 

Bowen discography by recording the complete works for viola and piano for Hyperion in 

2008, and the Viola Concerto in 2004, also for Hyperion.
207

 Other recordings of the sonatas 

and Phantasy include those by James Boyd (Dutton, 2003) and Matthew Jones (Naxos, 

2012). Doris Lederer recorded Sonata No. 1 and Phantasy along with Bax’s Sonata for 

Centaur in 2004, followed by a release of the Viola Concerto with Sonata No. 2 (Centaur, 

2005). Helen Callus contributed to the collection of Bowen recordings with her 2006 release 

of the Viola Concerto for ASV Records.  

 With the influence of these newly available recordings, publications, and scholarship, 

Bowen’s music is well on its way to becoming part of the standard viola repertoire. Early 

evidence of this can be found in the list of required repertoire for the 2013 Lionel Tertis 

International Viola Competition. The concerto options included Bowen’s Viola Concerto 

among the standard concertos by Walton, Bartok, Hindemith (Der Schwanendreher), 

Penderecki, and Schnittke. Among the twelve options for the sonata round was Bowen’s 

Sonata No. 1.
208

  

 Although Tertis left behind an extensive collection of recordings he made from 1919 

to 1960, he did not include Bowen’s sonatas among those works. However, Bowen 

remarkably captures Tertis’s magnificent sound in his viola writing of the two sonatas and 

Phantasy, making Tertis’s sound available to modern performers and audiences through 
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 Lawrence Power (viola), and Simon Crawford-Phillips (piano), The Complete Works for Viola and Piano, by 

York Bowen, Hyperion CDA 67651/2, 2008, compact disc. Lawrence Power (viola), with the BBC Scottish 

Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Martyn Brabbins, Viola Concerto, by York Bowen and Viola Concerto, by 

Cecil Forsyth, Hyperion CDA 67546, 2004, compact disc. 
208

 XI Lionel Tertis International Viola Festival and Competition. 

http://www.erinartscentre.com/assets/pdfs/Guidance_Booklet_2013.pdf (accessed December 1, 2014). 
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these scores. With new recordings, publication, and scholarship of Bowen’s music in the last 

twenty years, Tertis’s mission for the promotion of the viola continues, and York Bowen and 

Lionel Tertis are becoming recognized for the pioneers that they were. With these three 

works classified as masterworks for the viola and piano and entered to the standard 

repertoire, Bowen will finally take “the position he deserves.”
 209

  

  

                                                 
209

 Conductor Henry Wood wrote in 1938, “Bowen has never taken the position he deserves.” Henry J. Wood, 

My Life of Music (London: Victor Gollancz, 1938), 170. 
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APPENDIX 

 

 

York Bowen’s Published Works for Viola 

 

 

Fantasia for Viola and Organ (1903), Josef Weinberger, 2009 

Romance in D-flat Major (1904), Comus, 2004 

Sonata No. 1 in C Minor, op. 18 (1905), Schott, 1907 

Romance in A Major, op. 21, no. 1, Josef Weinberger, 2009 

Allegro de Concert, op. 21, no. 2, Josef Weinberger, 2009 

Sonata No. 2 in F Major, op. 22 (1906), Schott, 1911 

Viola Concerto in C Minor, op. 25 (1907), Josef Weinberger, 1998 

Fantasie for Four Violas (1907), Rarities for Strings, 1983 

Poem for Viola, Harp, and Organ (1912), Josef Weinberger, 2013 

Melody for the G String, op. 47, Swan 1923, Josef Weinberger, 2000 

Melody for the C String, op. 51, no. 2, Swan 1923, Josef Weinberger, 2000 

Phantasy for Viola and Piano, op. 54 (1918), Josef Weinberger, 1997 

Rhapsody for Viola and Piano (1955), Josef Weinberger, 1998 
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